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ons Concerning Treaties

The Hague Agreement
Accession to the Hague Act (1960) and the
Protocol Annexed Thereto and to the
Stockholm (Complementary) Act (1967)
GERMAN DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC
The Government of the German Democratic
Republic deposited, on April 4, 1989, its instrument of
accession to the Hague Act (1960) of November 28,
1960, and the Protocol annexed thereto, and to the
Complementary Act of Stockholm of July 14, 1967
(Stockholm (Complementary) Act (1967)), of the Hague
Agreement Concerning the International Deposit of
Industrial Designs of November 6, 1925.
The said instrument of accession was accompanied
by the following declaration:
"Regarding the provisions of Article 27 of the
Hague Agreement Concerning the International
Deposit of Industrial Designs of November 6, 1925,
as revised at The Hague on November 28,1960, and
supplemented at Stockholm on July 14, 1967, as far
as the application of the Agreement to colonial
regions and other dependent territories is concerned,
the German Democratic Republic is guided by the
provisions of the United Nations Declaration on the
Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and
Peoples (Resolution No. 1514(XV) of December 14,
1960) proclaiming the necessity of bringing to a
speedy and unconditional end colonialism in all its
forms and manifestations." (Translation by the
German Democratic Republic)
The Hague Act ( 1960) will enter into force, in respect
of the German Democratic Republic, on May 7, 1989.
On that same date, the German Democratic Republic
will become bound by Articles 1 to 7 of the Stockholm
(Complementary) Act (1967).
By virtue of Article 32 of the Hague Act (1960),
accession to that Act is deemed to include accession to
the Protocol annexed thereto. The date of entry into
force of the Protocol annexed to the Hague Act (1960)
will be notified when the required number of ratifications or accessions is reached in accordance with Article 32 of the said Act.
The Hague Notification No. 30, of April 7, 1989.

Budapest Treaty
Changes in Fees under Rule 12.2 of the
Regulations under the Budapest Treaty
I. COMMONWEALTH AGRICULTURAL BUREAU
(CAB),
INTERNATIONAL MYCOLOGICAL INSTITUTE
(CAB IMI)
(United Kingdom)
The following communication addressed to the
Director General of WIPO by the Government of the
United Kingdom under Rule 12.2 of the Regulations
under the Budapest Treaty on the International Recognition of the Deposit of Microorganisms for the
Purposes of Patent Procedure was received on April 3,
1989, and is published by the International Bureau of
WIPO pursuant to Article l(2)(a) and Rule 11.2(b) of the
said Treaty and Regulations:
In accordance with Rule 12.2(a) of the Regulations under the Budapest Treaty, the fees charged by
CAB IMI published in the March 1983 issue of
Industrial Property will be modified as follows:
(a) Storage of each isolate
Issuance of a viability statement
(b) Furnishing of samples in accordance
with Rule 11.2 or 11.3
(c) Delivering an attestation

£575
75
45
15

The fees are subject to Value Added Tax where
applicable.
[End of text of the communication of the
Government of the United Kingdom]
The fees set forth in the said notification will apply as
from the thirtieth day following the date (May 31,1989)
of publication of the said fees in the present issue of
Industrial Property, that is, as from June 30, 1989 (see
Rule 12.2(c) of the Regulations under the Budapest
Treaty), and will replace the fees which were published
in the March 1983 issue of Industrial Property.
Budapest Communication No. 53 (this Communication is the subject of Budapest Notification No. 78, of
April 17, 1989).
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II. FERMENTATION RESEARCH INSTITUTE (FRI)
(Japan)
The following communication addressed to the
Director General of WIPO by the Government of Japan
under Rule 12.2 of the Regulations under the Budapest
Treaty was received on April 4, 1989, and is published
by the International Bureau of WIPO pursuant to
Article 7(2)(a) and Rule 13.2(b) of the said Treaty and
Regulations:
In accordance with Rule 12.2(a) of the Regulations under the Budapest Treaty, the fee schedule of
the FRI published in the February 1989 issue of
Industrial Property will be modified as follows:
Yen
(a) Storage:
— original deposit
— new deposit
(b) Attestation referred to in Rule 8.2
(c) Issuance of a viability statement:
— if the depositor, when requesting
the issuance of a viability
statement, also requests a viability
test
— other cases

200,000
14,000
1,700

10,000
1,700

(d) Furnishing of a sample
(e) Communication
under Rule 7.6

of information

11,000*
1,700

* When furnishing a sample to a foreign institution :
— additional 39,000 yen per one package as cost of a special
container, is payable for animal cell cultures;
— additional 800 yen per package as cost of a special container, is
payable for other microorganisms.

Fees are expressed net of Value Added Tax
according to Japanese provisions currently in
force.
[End of text of the communication of the
Government of Japan]
The fees set forth in the said communication will
apply as from the thirtieth day following the date (May
31, 1989) of publication of the said fees in the present
issue of Industrial Property, that is, as from June 30,
1989 (see Rule 12.2(c) of the Regulations under the
Budapest Treaty), and will replace the fees which were
published in the February 1989 issue of Industrial
Property.
Budapest Communication No. 54 (this Communication is the subject of Budapest Notification No. 79, of
April 17, 1989).
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The World Intellectual Property Organization in 1988*
Industrial Property and Patent Information Activities
I. Information Concerning Intellectual Property
Objective
The objective is to increase and spread knowledge
about the doctrine, legislation, frequency of use, and
practical administration, of intellectual property. Such
knowledge is useful, if not essential, to all those
concerned with the maintenance and development of
intellectual property.
Activities
The periodicals Industrial Property and La Propriété
industrielle and Copyright and Le Droit d'auteur
continued to be published each month.
Collection of Intellectual Property Laws and Treaties.
WIPO continued to keep up to date its collection of the
texts of intellectual property laws and regulations of all
countries and of treaties dealing with intellectual
property, both in their original languages and in English
and French translations. The most important texts were
published in the above-mentioned four periodicals.
Industrial Property Statistics. In November, an
abridged edition (Publication "A") of the Industrial
Property Statistics for 1987 was issued. This short publication contains the main data on industrial property
and is compiled on the basis of information supplied
by industrial property offices and, with regard to the Patent Cooperation Treaty (PCT), additional information available to the International Bureau. Publication "B"—Part I (Patents), Part II (Marks, etc.) was
published early in 1989.
* This article is the second part of a report on the main activities of
WIPO in general and in the field of industrial property. Activities in the
fields of copyright and neighboring rights are covered in a corresponding report in the review Copyright.
The first part dealt with the activities of WIPO as such and with
development cooperation activities in respect of industrial property
and patent information. This second part deals with other industrial
property and patent information activities.

Public Information. Lectures on WIPO and its activities, in general or related to particular topics, were
given by WIPO officials, often in conjunction with visits
by organized groups to WIPO's headquarters. Such
groups included, in particular, groups of diplomats and
university students from various countries.
Interviews were given by the Director General and
WIPO officials to newspaper and radio correspondents.
WIPO officials participated in the regular press
briefings held at the United Nations Office in
Geneva.
Four issues of the WIPO Newsletter were published
in May, August, October and December in Arabic,
English, French, Portuguese, Russian and Spanish.
New editions of the WIPO General Information
brochure were issued in June in Chinese, English,
French and Spanish.
The International Bureau issued regularly to governments and agencies an annotated list of selected forthcoming WIPO meetings. Six such lists were issued in
1988.

II. Intellectual Property Matters
of Topical Interest
Objective
The objective is to increase awareness of problems of
great actuality ("matters of current or topical interest")
in the protection of intellectual property rights and to
contribute to their solution by ways and means that are
as good and as rapid as possible.
Activities
In September, a Worldwide Forum on the Impact of
Emerging Technologies on the Law of Intellectual
Property was held at WIPO headquarters. The Forum
was attended by nearly 300 persons. They included
participants designated by governments, officials from
developing countries who had taken part or would be
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taking part in seminars and training courses organized
by WIPO just before or after the Forum, representatives
of international and national non-governmental organizations and members of the public.
The Forum examined the interrelationship of
advanced or new technologies and the law of intellectual
property, and dealt, in particular, with the following
technologies: biotechnology; computer technology
(including microchips, computer programs and the use
of computers in creating, storing or recording information, sounds and images); new techniques of reproduction and communication (especially reprography
and the transmission of audio and visual programs by
satellite and by cable).
The discussions in the Forum were preceded by two
keynote speeches, one delivered by a leading scientist in
the field of biotechnology and the other delivered by a
business personality from the communications
industry. Each of the keynote speeches was followed by
presentations, made by 20 panelists, who were divided
into five panels. Each panel was led by a moderator (a
member of the staff of the International Bureau of
WIPO) and each panel dealt with one of the topics or
with one of the subjects mentioned in connection with
the topics referred to. The panelists were leading legal
specialists and included government officials,
professors and practitioners in the various fields of
intellectual property.
The keynote speakers and the panelists came from
the following countries: Argentina, Austria, Brazil,
Cameroon, Costa Rica, Czechoslovakia, France,
Germany (Federal Republic of), Hungary, India, Italy,
Japan, Norway, Soviet Union, Tunisia, United
Kingdom, United States of America.
As pointed out by the Director General in his
message to the Forum, the meaningfulness and the
viability of intellectual property are conditioned by its
response to the changing demands of society and to the
role of advanced or new technologies in meeting those
demands.
The Forum provided an opportunity to improve
understanding of the complex matters involved. It
enabled participants from governments to become
aware of what was occurring and was being planned in
the various countries and, in particular, to have the
benefit of the views of business leaders, scientists,
researchers and legal specialists.
In April, a Committee of Experts on Measures
Against Counterfeiting and Piracy met in Geneva. The
following 51 States were represented at the session:
Afghanistan, Algeria, Argentina, Australia, Austria,
Belgium, Brazil, Bulgaria, Burundi, Canada, China,
Colombia, Congo, Côte d'Ivoire, Cuba, Democratic
People's Republic of Korea, Denmark, Egypt, Finland,
France, Germany (Federal Republic of), Honduras,
Hungary, India, Ireland, Israel, Italy, Jamaica, Japan,
Mexico, Morocco, Netherlands, Norway, Pakistan,
Panama, Portugal, Republic of Korea, Soviet Union,

Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, Togo, Tunisia, Turkey,
United Kingdom, United Republic ofTanzania, United
States of America, Uruguay, Yemen, Yugoslavia, Zaire.
In addition, representatives of seven intergovernmental
organizations (Commission of the European Communities (CEQ, Customs Co-operation Council (CCQ,
General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT),
International
Criminal
Police
Organization
(INTERPOL/ICPO), International Labour Organisation (ILO), Organization of African Unity (OAU),
United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural
Organization (UNESCO)) took part in the session as
observers, as did representatives of 30 non-governmental organizations (American Bar Association
(ABA), Asian Patent Attorneys Association (APAA),
Brazilian Association of Industrial Property (ABPI),
Bundesverband der Deutschen Industrie e.V. (BDI),
Centre for International Industrial Property Studies
(CEIPI), Chartered Institute of Patent Agents (CIPA),
Committee Against Counterfeiting (COLC International), Committee of National Institutes of Patent
Agents (CNIPA), Deutsche Vereinigung für Gewerblichen Rechtsschutz und Urheberrecht (DVGR),
European Association of Industries of Branded
Products (AIM), European Broadcasting Union (EBU),
European Communities Trade Mark Practitioners'
Association (ECTA), European Council of Chemical
Manufacturers' Federations (CEFIQ, International
Association for the Protection of Industrial Property
(AIPPI), International Bureau of Societies Administering the Rights of Mechanical Recording and Reproduction (BIEM), International Chamber of Commerce
(ICQ, International Confederation of Societies of
Authors and Composers (CISAQ, International Copyright Society (INTERGU), International Federation of
Associations of Film Distributors (FIAD), International Federation of Film Producers Associations
(FIAPF), International Federation of Industrial
Property Attorneys (FICPI), International Federation
of Phonogram and Videogram Producers (IFPI), International Federation of Translators (FIT), International
League for Competition Law (LIDQ, International
Publishers Association (IPA), International Secretariat
for Arts, Mass Media and Entertainment Trade Unions
(ISETU-FIET), Licensing Executives Society (International) (LES), Max Planck Institute for Foreign and
International Patent, Copyright and Competition Law,
Trade Marks, Patents and Designs Federation
(TMPDF), Union of Industries of the European
Community (UNICE)).
The International Bureau had prepared two documents, entitled "Model Provisions for National Laws"
and "Provisions in the Paris, Berne and Neighboring
Rights Conventions," respectively. During a general
discussion, wide support was expressed concerning
WIPO's initiative to combat counterfeiting and piracy
and to establish model provisions, which could serve as
a basis for preparing national laws in this area. The
Committee of Experts also considered the specific
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issues dealt with in the "Model Provisions for National
Laws" and made suggestions for their improvement.
However, due to lack of time, the Committee of Experts
could not study the significance of the Paris and Berne
Conventions in the fields of counterfeiting and
piracy.
Cooperation in the Preparations of the Uruguay
Round of Negotiations of GATT as Far as Intellectual
Property is Concerned. In February and May, the
Director General convened informal information
meetings at WIPO headquarters for officials of the
Permanent Missions in Geneva for the purpose of
giving information on intellectual property matters of
possible relevance to the Uruguay Round of the GATT
negotiations.

m. Setting of Norms in the Field of
Intellectual Property, Particularly under the
Paris and Berne Conventions
Objective
The objective is to make the protection of intellectual property rights more effective throughout the
world. "More effective" means that the norms
(standards) of protection are raised, where necessary, to
the required level and that the enforcement of the intellectual property rights will be easier and the sanctions
for infringement stricter. This objective may be
achieved by creating new treaty obligations or by
persuasion. This item proposes the creation of new
treaty obligations by work on the draft of two "harmonization" treaties in the field of industrial property (one
on patents and one on trademarks) and by the
conclusion of a treaty on the protection of intellectual
property rights in integrated circuits. As far as action by
persuasion is concerned, this item proposes that guidelines or model provisions for legislation be prepared on
selected questions ofindustrial property (not covered by
the harmonization treaties) and in the entire field of
copyright. Naturally, effective enforcement is also a
subject matter for the treaties and guidelines or model
provisions mentioned in this item.
Activities
In June, the Committee ofExperts on the Harmonization ofCertain Provisions in Lawsfor the Protection of
Inventions held its fifth session in Geneva. The
following 36 States were represented at the session:
Algeria, Argentina, Australia, Belgium, Brazil, Bulgaria,
Canada, Cuba, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany
(Federal Republic of), Ghana, Greece, Hungary,
Ireland, Israel, Italy, Japan, Madagascar, Mexico,
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Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway, Poland, Portugal,
Republic of Korea, Soviet Union, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, United Kingdom, United States of America,
Uruguay, Yugoslavia, Zaire. Since only States members
of the Paris Union were invited, the representatives of
El Salvador, Panama and Peru were represented by
observers. In addition, observers from two intergovernmental organizations (CEC, European Patent Office
(EPO)) and 29 non-governmental organizations (ABA,
American Intellectual Property Law Association
(AIPLA), AIPPI, Latin American Association of Pharmaceutical Industries (ALIFAR), APAA, International
Association for the Advancement of Teaching and
Research in Intellectual Property (ATRIP), BDI,
CEFIC, CEIPI, CIPA, CNIPA, European Federation of
Pharmaceutical Industries' Associations (EFPIA),
Institute of Professional Representatives Before the
European Patent Office (EPI), Federal Chamber of
Patent Attorneys (FCPA), European Federation of
Agents of Industry in Industrial Property (FEMIPI),
FICPI, ICC, International Federation of Inventors'
Associations (IFIA), International Federation of Pharmaceutical Manufacturers Associations (IFPMA),
Intellectual Property Owners, Inc. (IPO), International
Patent and Trademark Association (IPTA), Japan
Patent Association (JPA), LES, Max Planck Institute,
New York Patent, Trademark and Copyright Law Association, Inc. (NYPTC), Pacific Industrial Property
Association (PIPA), Patent and Trademark Institute of
Canada (PTIC), Union of European Practitioners in
Industrial Property (UEPIP), UNICE) participated in
the meeting.
Discussions were based on the draft Treaty on the
Harmonization of Certain Provisions in Laws for the
Protection of Inventions and draft Regulations—both
prepared by the International Bureau—and a Proposal
by the Delegation of the United States of America on
Rule 304 of the draft Regulations.
The Committee of Experts considered in detail the
Provisions Concerning the Right to a Patent and the
Rights Conferred by a Patent, under Chapter III of the
draft Treaty: Right to a Patent Where Several Applications Were Filed by Different Applicants in Respect of
the Same Invention, Rights Conferred by a Patent,
Extension of Process Patent Protection to Products;
Reversal of Burden of Proof, Extent of Protection and
Interpretation of Claims, Term of Patents, Maintenance
Fees, Provisional Protection, Prior Users' Rights,
Restoration of the Right to Claim Priority (Articles 301
to 309 of the draft Treaty) and Exclusions from Patent
Protection (Article 203 of the draft Treaty). Due to lack
of time, the Committee of Experts was not able to
complete its agenda and proposed to hold the second
part of its session from December 12 to 16, 1988.
In December, the Committee of Experts on the
Harmonization of Certain Provisions in Laws for the
Protection of Inventions held the second part of its fifth
session in Geneva. The following 35 States members of
the Paris Union for the Protection of Industrial
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Property were represented: Argentina, Australia,
Belgium, Brazil, Bulgaria, Cameroon, Canada, Czechoslovakia, Denmark, Egypt, Finland, France, German
Democratic Republic, Germany (Federal Republic of),
Ghana, Greece, Hungary, Ireland, Italy, Japan, Mexico,
Netherlands, Norway, Philippines, Poland, Republic of
Korea, Soviet Union, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland,
Tunisia, Turkey, United Kingdom, United States of
America, Uruguay. The following State member of
WIPO was represented in an observer capacity:
Panama. In addition, representatives of three intergovernmental organizations (CEC, EPO, GATT) and 25
non-governmental organizations (ABA, AIPLA,
AIPPI, ALIFAR, APAA, Arab Society for the
Protection of Industrial Property (ASPIP), ATRIP,
BDI, CEIPI, CIPA, CNIPA, EPI, FCPA, FICPI, ICC,
IFIA, IFPMA, JPA, LES, Max Planck Institute,
NYPTC, Patent Attorneys Association of Japan
(JPAA), PTIC, UEPIP, UNICE) participated as
observers.
Discussions were based on the draft Treaty on the
Harmonization of Certain Provisions in Laws for the
Protection of Inventions and draft Regulations—both
prepared by the International Bureau—as well as a
proposal by the Delegation of the United States of
America entitled "Draft Article and Draft Rule on
Unity of Invention" and a proposal by the Delegation of
Japan entitled "Draft Articles 302, 307 and 308."
The Committee of Experts considered in detail
Chapters I and II ofthe draft Treaty (Articles 101 to 203)
and Articles 303 and 308.
The Committee of Experts agreed that the sixth
session of the Committee of Experts would be convened
in Geneva, from April 24 to 28, 1989, and would
examine some of the Articles and Rules considered
during its fifth session as well as new texts corresponding to proposals and ideas presented during that
session.
It was further agreed that the seventh session of the
Committee of Experts would be convened in Geneva in
October or November 1989 and that the question of the
convening of a Diplomatic Conference for the
conclusion of the Treaty, and of the date ofthat Diplomatic Conference, would be submitted to the next
ordinary sessions of the Governing Bodies of WIPO and
the Paris Union to be held in September and October
1989.
In January, the International Bureau held consultations with experts from the following seven developing
countries on questions concerning intellectual property
in respect of integrated circuits: Argentina, Brazil,
China, Egypt, Ghana, India, Indonesia
In May, a Consultative Meeting of Experts from
Developing Countries on Integrated Circuits took place
in Geneva. Experts from the following 25 States participated in the Consultative Meeting: Angola,
Argentina, Brazil, Cameroon, China, Colombia, Cuba,

Egypt, Ghana, India, Indonesia, Madagascar, Mexico,
Morocco, Pakistan, Panama, Peru, Philippines,
Republic of Korea, Tunisia, United Arab Emirates,
Uruguay, Venezuela, Viet Nam, Zaire.
Discussions were based on the comments received
from the Governments of Argentina, Australia,
Bulgaria, Canada, Denmark, Finland, Ghana, Hungary,
India, Japan, the Philippines, Portugal, the Soviet
Union, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland and Viet Nam on
seven studies and analyses dealing with legal matters in
relation to the protection of intellectual property in
respect of integrated circuits, prepared by the International Bureau.
The Consultative Meeting identified the following
six points as deserving further consideration and study:
(i) object of protection; (ii) compulsory licenses; (iii) full
disclosure; first commercial exploitation; (iv) term of
protection; (v) extension to articles containing integrated circuits; use in good faith; (vi) "preferential
treatment" for developing countries.
In May and June, a Review Meeting on the Progress of
the Preparatory Workfor the Diplomatic Conferencefor
the Conclusion of a Treaty on the Protection of Intellectual Property in Respect of Integrated Circuits took
place in Geneva. The following 45 States were represented at the said Meeting: Argentina, Australia,
Belgium, Brazil, Bulgaria, Canada, China, Colombia,
Côte d'Ivoire, Cuba, Denmark, Egypt, Finland, France,
German Democratic Republic, Germany (Federal
Republic of), Ghana, Greece, Hungary, India, Ireland,
Italy, Japan, Madagascar, Mexico, Morocco, Netherlands, New Zealand, Panama, Peru, Poland, Portugal,
Republic of Korea, Soviet Union, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, Tunisia, United Kingdom, United Republic of
Tanzania, United States of America, Uruguay, Venezuela, Viet Nam, Yugoslavia.
The Review Meeting decided that the International
Bureau should prepare for the fourth session of the
Committee of Experts in November 1988 one or several
documents dealing with the six points identified by the
Consultative Meeting of Experts from Developing
Countries on Integrated Circuits. The Review Meeting
also decided that for the fourth session of the
Committee of Experts a revised version of the draft
Treaty on the Protection of Intellectual Property in
Respect of Integrated Circuits with explanatory notes
should be prepared by the International Bureau.
Finally, it was decided that the Diplomatic
Conference on the Conclusion of a Treaty on the
Protection of Intellectual Property in Respect of Integrated Circuits would take place in Washington, in May
1989.
In November, the Committee of Experts on Intellectual Property in Respect of Integrated Circuits held its
fourth session in Geneva The following 61 States were
represented at the session: Algeria, Argentina,
Australia, Austria, Belgium, Brazil, Bulgaria,
Cameroon, Canada, Chile, China, Cuba, Czechoslovakia, Democratic People's Repubhc of Korea,
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Denmark, Egypt, Finland, France, German Democratic
Republic, Germany (Federal Republic of), Ghana,
Greece, Hungary, India, Ireland, Italy, Japan, Libya,
Luxembourg, Madagascar, Mexico, Morocco, Netherlands, Nigeria, Norway, Pakistan, Panama, Paraguay,
Peru, Philippines, Portugal, Republic of Korea, Senegal,
Soviet Union, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, Syria,
Thailand, Tunisia, Turkey, United Kingdom, United
Republic of Tanzania, United States of America,
Uruguay, Venezuela, Viet Nam, Yemen, Yugoslavia,
Zambia, Zimbabwe. In addition, representatives of the
United Nations, CEC, Economic Commission for Latin
America and the Caribbean (ECLAC), Latin American
Economic System (SELA), League of Arab States (LAS)
and OAU, and of 12 non-governmental organizations
(AIPPI, Computer and Business Equipment Manufacturers Association (CBEMA), CNIPA, European Electronic Component Manufacturers Association (EECA),
FICPI, ICC, IPA, IPTA, Max Planck Institute, Semiconductor Industry Association (SIA), UEPIP, UNICE)
participated as observers.
The Committee of Experts thoroughly discussed
three documents respectively entitled "Draft Treaty
with Explanatory Notes," "The Six Points Identified by
the May 24 to 27,1988, Consultative Meeting of Experts
from Developing Countries," both prepared by the
International Bureau, and "Draft Codicil to the Beme
Convention for the Protection of Integrated Circuit
Designs," presented by India, as well as a number of
documents containing proposed amendments to the
draft Treaty.
Also in November, simultaneously with the fourth
session of the Committee of Experts on Intellectual
Property in Respect of Integrated Circuits, a Preparatory Meeting for the Diplomatic Conference for the
Conclusion of a Treaty on the Protection of Intellectual
Property in Respect of Integrated Circuits was held in
Geneva. The following 60 States were represented at the
Preparatory Meeting: Algeria, Argentina, Australia,
Austria, Belgium, Brazil, Bulgaria, Cameroon, Canada,
Chile, China, Cuba, Czechoslovakia, Democratic
People's Republic of Korea, Denmark, Egypt, Finland,
France, German Democratic Republic, Germany
(Federal Republic of), Ghana, Greece, Hungary, India,
Ireland, Italy, Japan, Libya, Luxembourg, Madagascar,
Mexico, Morocco, Netherlands, Nigeria, Norway,
Pakistan, Panama, Paraguay, Peru, Philippines,
Portugal, Republic of Korea, Senegal, Soviet Union,
Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, Syria, Thailand, Tunisia,
Turkey, United Kingdom, United Republic of
Tanzania, United States of America, Uruguay, Venezuela, Viet Nam, Yemen, Yugoslavia, Zambia. In
addition, representatives of the CEC, LAS, OAU and
SELA participated in the Preparatory Meeting as
observers.
The discussions of the Preparatory Meeting were
based on a Memorandum of the Director General
entitled "Preparations for the Diplomatic Conference."
The following matters were discussed at the Preparatory
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Meeting: substantive documents to be submitted to the
Diplomatic Conference; States and Organizations to be
invited to the Diplomatic Conference; date and venue
of the Diplomatic Conference; draft Rules of Procedure
of the Diplomatic Conference; wording of the invitations to the Diplomatic Conference ; and draft agenda of
the Diplomatic Conference.
It was decided by the Preparatory Meeting that the
Diplomatic Conference would be held, from May 8
to 26, 1989, in Washington.
In October, the Committee of Experts on Biotechnological In vent ions and Industrial Property held its fourth
session in Geneva. The following 36 States were represented at the session: Argentina, Austria, Brazil,
Bulgaria, Cameroon, Canada, Cuba, Denmark, Egypt,
El Salvador, Finland, France, German Democratic
Republic, Germany (Federal Republic of), Ghana,
Hungary, India, Ireland, Italy, Japan, Libya, Madagascar, Mexico, Netherlands, New Zealand, Nigeria,
Norway, Peru, Republic of Korea, Soviet Union, Spain,
Sweden, Switzerland, Turkey, United Kingdom, United
States of America. In addition, representatives of five
intergovernmental organizations (CEC, European Free
Trade Association (EFTA), EPO, Organization for
Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD),
International Union for the Protection of New Varieties
of Plants (UPOV)) and of 20 non-govemmental organizations (AIPPI, Association of Plant Breeders of the
European Economic Community (COMASSO),
CEFIC, CNIPA, EFPIA, FEMIPI, FICPI, ICC, IFPMA,
International Association for Horticultural Producers
(AIPH), International Association of Plant Breeders for
the Protection of Plant Varieties (ASSINSEL), International Community of Breeders of Asexually Reproduced Ornamental and Fruit Tree Varieties
(CIOPORA), Seed Committee of the Common Market
(COSEMCO), International Federation of the Seed
Trade (FIS), International Group of National Associations of Manufacturers of Agrochemical Products
(GIFAP), JPA, LES, Max Planck Institute, UEPIP,
UNICE) participated as observers.
Discussions were based on a newly revised report
prepared by the International Bureau, entitled "Industrial Property Protection of Biotechnological Inventions," and on a document prepared by the International Bureau and entitled "Revised Suggested Solutions Concerning Industrial Property Protection of
Biotechnological Inventions."
Following a detailed discussion, it was recommended that a joint WIPO/UPOV meeting be
convened to discuss the interface between patent
protection and plant variety rights, and that such a joint
meeting be preceded by a joint study by the International Bureau of WIPO and the Secretariat of UPOV,
which should ascertain the legal situation relating to the
interface between the two forms of protection.
It was also recommended that the question of
convening a fifth session of the Committee of Experts be
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considered by the meetings of the Governing Bodies of
WIPO in September and October 1989 and that such a
fifth session should not be convened before a joint
meeting of WIPO and UPOV.

IV. WIPO Permanent Committee on
Industrial Property Information
Objective
The objective of the WIPO Permanent Committee
on Industrial Property Information (PCIPI) is to
encourage and institute close cooperation among
national and regional industrial property offices and
among such offices and the International Bureau in all
matters concerning patent, trademark and industrial
design documentation and information, including in
particular the standardization of the forms of documents and the indexing and classifying of patent documents in order to facilitate the retrieval of thencontents, the establishment ofthe state ofthe art and the
searching for the purposes of patent examination.
Activities
The WIPO Permanent Committee on Industrial
Property Information (PCIPI) consists of the States
members of the Paris Union which have informed the
Director General of their desire to be members, the
States members ofthe PCT (Patent Cooperation Treaty)
Union, the States members of the IPC (International
Patent Classification) Union, and (without the right to
vote) the African Regional Industrial Property Organization (ARIPO), the Benelux Designs Office (BBDM),
the Benelux Trademark Office (BBM), the EPO and the
African Intellectual Property Organization (OAPI). On
December 31, 1988, the members of the PCIPI were:
Algeria, Australia, Austria, Barbados, Belgium, Benin,
Brazil, Bulgaria, Burkina Faso, Cameroon, Canada,
Central African Republic, Chad, China, Congo, Cuba,
Cyprus, Czechoslovakia, Democratic People's Republic
of Korea, Denmark, Dominican Republic, Egypt,
Finland, France, Gabon, German Democratic
Republic, Germany (Federal Republic of), Ghana,
Hungary, Iran (Islamic Republic of), Ireland, Israel,
Italy, Japan, Kenya, Liechtenstein, Luxembourg,
Madagascar, Malawi, Mali, Mauritania, Mexico,
Monaco, Mongolia, Netherlands, Norway, Philippines,
Poland, Portugal, Republic of Korea, Romania,
Rwanda, Senegal, Soviet Union, Spain, Sri Lanka,
Sudan, Suriname, Sweden, Switzerland, Togo, Trinidad
and Tobago, Uganda, United Kingdom, United
Republic of Tanzania, United States of America, Viet
Nam, Yugoslavia, Zambia, ARIPO, BBDM, BBM,
EPO, OAPI (74). The following States had, on the same
date, observer status in the PCIPI: Byelorussian SSR

Colombia, Peru, Turkey, Yemen. Four international
organizations (CEC, International Federation for Information and Documentation (FID), International Patent
Documentation Center (INPADOQ, Patent Documentation Group (PDG)) and the publisher of the journal
World Patent Information (WPI) had, on the same date,
observer status in the PCIPI.
Following a decision by the PCIPI, the PCIPI
Executive Coordination Committee named the two
standing working groups established by the Permanent
Committee to deal with certain tasks on the Working
Program as follows:
(a) Working Group on General Information
(PCIPI/GI) and
(b) Working Group on Search Information
(PCIPI/SI).
Following the provision made in Article 6(1) of the
Organizational Rules of the PCIPI, the Executive Coordination Committee set up three ad hoc working groups
to deal with certain tasks on the PCIPI Working
Program as follows:
(a) an ad hoc Working Group on Management Information (PCIPI/MI) and
(b) an ad hoc Working Group on IPC Revision
Policy, for the next revision period (1989-93),
and
(c) an ad hoc Working Group on Optical Storage of
Patent Information.
In March and October, the PCIPI Working Group on
General Information held its first and second sessions in
Geneva. Fifteen members of the Working Group were
represented at both sessions: Austria, Canada,
Denmark, Finland, Germany (Federal Republic of),
Japan, Netherlands, Republic of Korea, Soviet Union,
Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, United Kingdom, United
States of America, EPO. In addition, Norway was represented at the first session, and Czechoslovakia and the
German Deomcratic Republic at the second session.
FID, INPADOC and the PDG were represented by
observers at both sessions, and FICPI was represented
at the first session.
The Working Group discussed a survey on the use of
WIPO Standards and Recommendations covering the
use of general purpose WIPO Standards, expanded it in
respect of the use of WIPO Standards relating to microforms and to machine-readable records, and recommended that the reasons for non-use, or a limited use, of
WIPO Standards should be continually monitored,
taking into account inputs from Annual Technical
Reports.
The Working Group discussed a revised draft of
WIPO Standard ST. 16 (Standard Code for the Identification of Different Kinds of Patent Documents)
prepared by the International Bureau and agreed upon
the text thereof. The Working Group requested the
International Bureau to prepare the Appendix to the
revised Standard which should give for all offices
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publishing patent documents the kind of document
code appropriate to those publications in accordance
with the wording of the revised standard. The Working
Group again underlined the basic principle that any new
code used to identify a patent document published by an
office should not have been used in the past by that
office to identify a different kind of patent document
published by it
The Working Group discussed the question of
whether information should be collected and made
centrally available concerning the abandonment of PCT
international applications either before or during the
period when they enter the national phase, noted that
the said information was available in, or was already
published by, a significant number of offices, and that
INPADOC was ready, in principle, to receive and
record in its data base the said information.
The Working Group discussed a draft of a new
standard which would give INID codes for bibliographic data published on industrial design documents
and/or given in announcements in official gazettes.
The Working Group agreed upon a revision of
WIPO Standard ST. 18 with the aim of giving easier
access to the information printed on each page of an
official gazette, and agreed upon amendments to WIPO
Standard ST.9 (Recommendation Concerning Bibliographic Data on and Relating to Patent Documents,
ESUD Codes), to WIPO Standard ST. 11 (Recommendation on the Minimum of Indexes to be Inserted in
Official Gazettes or Published in Association with
Official Gazettes), and to WIPO Standard ST. 13
(Recommendation for the Numbering of Patent Applications).
The Working Group also discussed matters
concerning the harmonization of the sequence in which
components of patent documents are published, the
printing of bar codes on the front pages of patent documents, a handbook of computerized patent information
data bases, needs of developing countries in respect of
the WIPO Journal of Patent Associated Literature
(JOPAL), a catchword index to WIPO Standards and
Recommendations and technical periodicals for developing countries.
In May, the PCIPI ad hoc Working Group on
Management Information held its first session in
Geneva. The following members of the Working Group
were represented at the session: Australia, Austria,
Brazil, Canada, China, Czechoslovakia, Denmark,
Egypt, Finland, France, German Democratic Republic,
Germany (Federal Republic of), Ghana, Japan, Mexico,
Netherlands, Norway, Republic of Korea, Soviet
Union, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, United Kingdom,
United States of America, EPO (25). The CEC,
INPADOC and the publisher of the journal World
Patent Information were represented by observers.
The Working Group discussed in detail further
proposed improvements in the Circular issued annually
by the International Bureau inviting the submission of
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Annual Technical Reports (ATRs) and agreed that the
information given in ATRs should be considered as
information enabling offices to seek detailed information on subjects of common interest, and that the
question of inviting separate annual reports concerning
the technical activities of offices relating to trademarks
and industrial designs should be investigated.
The Working Group noted the progress report on
WIPO's program for free-of-charge patent information
and documentation services prepared by the International Bureau. In particular, the Working Group took
note of the fact that the effective contribution made by
many industrial property offices to that program, as well
as to the related services, was much appreciated by
developing countries as an important contribution to
increasing the awareness among scientists and technologists of the value of patent information.
The Working Group noted the results of the survey
on the use of the IPC, which had revealed that the need
to use several editions of the IPC when carrying out
searches constituted a major problem, and discussed the
feasibility of establishing cooperation in the reclassification of patent documents according to the IPC.
The Working Group noted that the third Advanced
IPC Seminar, held at the EPO in October 1987, had
been successful and had resulted in a number of useful
recommendations.
In December, the PCIPI ad hoc Working Group on
Management Information held its second session, in
Geneva. The following members of the Working Group
were represented at the session: Austria, Bulgaria,
China, Czechoslovakia, Denmark, Egypt, Finland,
France, German Democratic Republic, Germany
(Federal Republic of), Japan, Mexico, Netherlands,
Norway, Soviet Union, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland,
United Kingdom, United States of America, EPO (21).
The CEC, FID and the publisher of the journal World
Patent Information were represented by observers.
The Working Group recommended to the PCIPI
Executive Coordination Committee that an advanced
IPC seminar be held in October 1989.
The Working Group requested the International
Bureau to carry out a feasibility study of the work and
costs involved in preparing a data base containing the
necessary information on how subject matter had been
transferred from one place to another as a result of the
different revisions of the IPC, as well as appropriate
software for interrogating the data base, and a printed
edition of a cumulative concordance table.
The Working Group agreed that no international
cooperative effort in reclassifying essential patent documents according to a current edition of the IPC should
be started for the time being, in view of the rapid development in the use of computers for storing and
retrieving patent information, and since only a few
offices had expressed their willingness to make a considerable contribution to such a project
The Working Group requested the International
Bureau to include in the WIPO Patent Information and
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Documentation Handbook lists of statistical publications issued by patent offices, of computerized statistical services offered by private companies, and of other
publications relating to the use of patent statistics for
technological assessment and forecasting.
In May/June and in December, the PCIPI Executive
Coordination Committee held its second and third
sessions in Geneva.
The following members of the Committee were
represented at the second session: Australia, Austria,
Brazil, Bulgaria, Canada, China, Cuba, Czechoslovakia,
Democratic People's Republic of Korea, Denmark,
Egypt, Finland, France, German Democratic Republic,
Germany (Federal Republic of), Japan, Netherlands,
Norway, Poland, Republic of Korea, Soviet Union,
Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, United Kingdom, United
States of America, EPO (27). Ghana and Mexico were
represented by observers; the CEC, INPADOC and the
publisher of the journal World Patent Information were
represented by observers. The following members of the
Committee were represented at the third session:
Austria, Bulgaria, Canada, China, Czechoslovakia,
Denmark, Finland, France, German Democratic
Republic, Germany (Federal Republic of), Japan,
Mexico, Netherlands, Norway, Soviet Union, Spain,
Sweden, Switzerland, United Kingdom, United States
of America, EPO (21); the CEC, HD, PDG and the
publisher of the journal World Patent Information were
represented by observers.
At each meeting, time was devoted to an exchange of
information on experience in the field of automation of
industrial property information. The representatives of
Australia, Germany (Federal Republic of), Japan, the
United States of America and the EPO made detailed
presentations, supported by audiovisual aids, of their
respective automation plans and the progress made in
the field of industrial property information retrieval.
The International Bureau published papers reflecting
the content of those presentations. The Committee
concluded that such an exchange of information was
very useful and should be continued.
The Committee considered the requests and
proposals by the WIPO Permanent Committee for
Development Cooperation Related to Industrial
Property and noted that the said Permanent Committee
had agreed, at its twelfth session held in Geneva from
May 16 to 20, 1988, that four tasks on the PCIPI
Program for the 1988-89 biennium really responded to
the needs of developing countries in the area of patent
information and documentation and therefore should
be pursued within the realm of the PCIPI.
The Committee reviewed the status report on tasks
assigned to and recommendations formulated by the
PCIPI Working Groups and the International
Bureau.
The Committee decided to discontinue work on
"Harmonizing the Sequence of Textual Components in
Descriptions of Inventions" in view of the limited

number of differing sequences which occurred in the
practice of various offices.
In respect of the question of inviting annual reports
concerning the technical activities of offices in
connection with trademarks and industrial designs, the
Committee requested the International Bureau to solicit
the views of trademark or industrial designs offices on
whether they saw a need for such reports and, in that
case, what subjects should be covered therein.
The Committee agreed that it would be advantageous to organize an advanced IPC seminar in autumn
1989, on the subject of "Use of Hybrid Systems in the
IPC."
With regard to the standardization and computerization in the fields of trademarks and industrial designs
as well as to the exchange of official gazettes, the
Committee agreed to include four new tasks in the
PCIPI Working Program for the 1988-89 biennium.
The Committee reviewed and confirmed the
mandates of the two standing Working Groups, namely,
the Working Group on General Information and the
Working Group on Search Information, agreed to
continue the ad hoc Working Group on Management
Information, to disband the ad hoc Working Group on
IPC Division Policy and to create an ad hoc Working
Group on Optical Storage of Patent Information.
The Committee considered proposals made by
observer organizations and decided to refer to the PCIPI
itself those questions which deviated from the normal
scope of the PCIPI activities or needed a policy decision
from the PCIPI. In view of the fact that industrial
designs activities in various offices were not dealt with
in the same department as trademarks, the Committee
noted that trademark matters should be dealt with separately.
The Committee approved a procedure for reporting
to the PCIPI and other WIPO bodies on tasks being
undertaken on their behalf.
Finally, the Committee reviewed the PCIPI Working
Program for the 1988-89 biennium adopted in
December 1987 and approved a revised working
program to include the new tasks.
In June, the PCIPI ad hoc Working Group on IPC
Revision Policy held its first session in Geneva The
following members of the Working Group were represented at the session : China, Denmark, France, German
Democratic Republic, Germany (Federal Republic of),
Japan, Norway, Soviet Union, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, United Kingdom, United States of America,
EPO (14).
The Working Group recognized that the introduction of hybrid systems in the IPC had been a major
breakthrough, and noted that offices undertaking
extensive work in respect of automation were of the
opinion that, for the forseeable future, computer
systems, in most areas of technology, would only be a
supplementary aid to searching with the use of the
IPC.
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The Working Group agreed on seven policy statements which should form the basis for the IPC revision
work during the next (fifth) revision period (1989-93),
and noted that the practical consequences of some of
those conclusions would be that the major thrust ofthat
revision work would be in the establishment of hybrid
systems.
Also in June, the PCIPI Working Group on Search
Information held its first session, in Geneva. The
following members of the Working Group were represented at that session: Denmark, Finland, France,
Germany (Federal Republic of), Japan, Republic of
Korea, Soviet Union, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland,
United Kingdom, United States of America, EPO
(13).
The Working Group dealt with 69 pending IPC
revision projects, of which 35 related to the mechanical
field, 17 to the electrical field and 17 to the chemical
field. The large majority of those projects were
completed, permitting introduction of the amendments
emanating therefrom into the fifth edition of the IPC,
which will enter into force on January 1, 1990.
In November and December, the PCIPI Working
Group on Search Information held its second session, in
Geneva. The following members of the Working Group
were represented at that session: Denmark, Finland,
France, Germany (Federal Republic of), Japan, Soviet
Union, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, United Kingdom,
United States of America, EPO (12).
The Working Group dealt with 35 pending IPC
revision projects, of which 28 related to the mechanical
field and 7 to the chemical field. The work carried out
marked the beginning of the revision of the fifth edition
of the IPC.
During the period covered by this report, 14 issues of
JOPAL (Journal of Patent Associated Literature) were
published by WIPO. The said Journal is a compilation
of bibliographic data of articles of relevance to patent
searching appearing in periodicals included in the list of
minimum documentation under the PCT, arranged
according to the IPC. The selection and the classification of the said articles is undertaken by the industrial
property offices which cooperate in the project:
Australia, Austria, Brazil, Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia,
France, German Democratic Republic, Germany
(Federal Republic of), Japan, Soviet Union, Sweden,
United Kingdom, United States of America, EPO In
November, the 1987 annual index was published.
In February and May, a WIPO official attended
meetings of the EPO Working Party on Technical Information in Munich and, in November, in Madrid.
In March, WIPO was represented at sessions of the
Supervisory Board [Aufsichtsrat] of INPADOC in
Vienna by a WIPO official and in June, November and
December by the Director General.
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In March and September, a WIPO official participated in meetings of the IMPACT Working Group ofthe
Patent Documentation Group (PDG) in Vienna.
In April, for the third time, WIPO organized a Patent
and Trademark Information Fair which was held in
conjunction with the 16th Salon des inventions, in
Geneva. Four industrial property offices and nine organizations demonstrated their patent and trademark
information services.
In April and November, WIPO was represented at
sessions of the International Association of Producers
and Users ofOn-Line Patent Information (OLPI) held at
WIPO headquarters and Ludwigshafen (Federal
Republic of Germany), respectively.
In May, a Deputy Director General attended a
meeting of the Management Committee of World
Patent Information (WPI) in Geneva.
Also in May, a WIPO official attended the annual
subscriber meeting of Derwent Publications Ltd. in
Harrogate (United Kingdom).
In October, a WIPO official attended a Seminar on
Patent Information organized by Research Publications
Limited, in Washington.
Also in October, WIPO was represented at a meeting
of the EPO DATIMTEX (Data Image and Text)
Working Party, in Munich.
In December, a WIPO official attended the 12th
International On-Line Meeting, in London, organized
by Learned Information Ltd.

V. International Patent Classification (IPC)
Objective
The objective is to further develop and continue the
improvement of the International Patent Classification
(IPC) by continuously revising it.
Activities
In March, the Committee of Experts of the International Patent Classification (IPC) Union held its
sixteenth session in Geneva. The following 15 States,
members of the Committee of Experts, were represented: Belgium, Denmark, Egypt, Finland, France,
Germany (Federal Republic of), Japan, Netherlands,
Republic of Korea, Soviet Union, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, United Kingdom, United States of America.
The EPO was also represented at the session.
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This session was the fourth of a series of sessions of
the Committee of Experts that will lead to the adoption
of the fifth edition of the IPC. That edition will be
published in 1989 and will enter into force on January 1,
1990.
The Committee of Experts approved amendments
(in both the English and the French versions) submitted
to it by the Working Group on Search Information of
the WIPO Permanent Committee on Patent Information (PCPI). Those amendments affect six classes
and 166 subclasses.
The Committee of Experts endorsed (in respect of
IPC matters) the PCIPI program for the 1988-89
biennium.
The Committee of Experts agreed to establish the ad
hoc Working Group on the Revision of the Guide to the
IPC.
The Committee of Experts considered the recommendations made by the third Advanced IPC Seminar,
held at the EPO in October 1987, and endorsed the
majority of them.
In September, the Committee of Experts held its
seventeenth session in Geneva. The following 15 States,
members of the Committee of Experts, were represented at that session: Belgium, Denmark, Egypt,
Finland, France, Germany (Federal Republic of),
Japan, Netherlands, Norway, Soviet Union, Spain,
Sweden, Switzerland, United Kingdom, United States
of America. The EPO was also represented at the
session.
This was the fifth and last session of the Committee
of Experts relating to the fifth edition of the IPC.
The Committee of Experts adopted amendments which affected six classes and 124 subclasses,
as well as the revised Guide to the IPC. The Committee of Experts also agreed on the policy for the
IPC revision work during the next (fifth) revision
period.
In April, the ad hoc Working Group on the Revision
of the Guide to the IPC held its session in London. The
following seven States and one organization, members
of the Working Group, were represented: Finland,
France, Germany (Federal Republic of), Soviet Union,
Spain, United Kingdom, United States of America,
EPO.
The Working Group approved substantial amendments to the Guide to the fourth edition of the International Patent Classification (IPC), which were
submitted to the IPC Committee of Experts for
approval and incorporation into the fifth edition of the
IPC.
The International Cooperation in the Classification
of Search Files according to the International Patent
Classification (IPC), more commonly known as the
"CAPRI" project, was finalized in 1988 with the
delivery by the German Patent Office of the last three
IPC subclass inventories.

It is recalled that the CAPRI project was started
following a decision of the Executive Committee of the
Paris Union in 1975 and, as a result ofthat decision of
the Executive Committee, a basic agreement between
WIPO and INPADOC was signed. Based on this
agreement, further agreements were signed between the
Austrian Patent Office, the German Patent Office, the
EPO, the Japanese Patent Office and the State
Committee for Inventions and Discoveries attached to
the USSR State Committee for Science and Technology
on the one side, and INPADOC on the other.
The CAPRI project aimed at collecting lists of patent
documents reclassified according to the EPC in
machine-readable form and storing them in a computer
data base after standardization and retrieval of faulty
records.
The project created a data base (the CAPRI data base
(CDB)) containing a total of over 16 million documents
from the following countries: Austria, France, Germany
(Federal Republic of), Japan, Switzerland, Soviet
Union, United Kingdom, United States of America.
The CDB contains inventories of all IPC subclasses (614
in total) each containing between 5,000 and 100,000
references, depending on the size of the subclass and the
technology involved.
The major contributors to the success of the CAPRI
project were the German Patent Office, the Austrian
Patent Office and the EPO, which provided data
regarding approximately 8.3 million, one million and
1.8 million documents, respectively. The Japanese
Patent Office provided its complete file consisting of
more than four million documents, whereas the USSR
State Committee for Inventions and Discoveries
provided a complete file of 625,000 documents to the
CAPRI project Copies of individual IPC subclass
inventories or of the complete CDB can be obtained
from INPADOC, either on magnetic tape or printed out
on microfiche, against payment of a fee. Several industrial property offices have availed themselves of the
CAPRI inventories.

VI. International Classification of Goods
and Services for the Purposes
of the Registration of Marks
Objective
The objective is to continue the improvement of the
Nice Classification of Goods and Services for the
Purposes of the Registration of Marks, an important
tool in the orderly registration of trademarks and
service marks. "Improvement" means the covering of
new products and services and the more precise
description and classification of existing ones, in
addition to the updating of the Classification in various
languages.
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Activities
During the period covered by this report, discussions
were held with the Japanese Patent Office to assist it in
its preparatory work for the accession of Japan to the
Nice Agreement.
In March, the bilingual Italian/French version of the
Nice Classification (fifth edition) was published. The
bilingual Spanish/English version adapted for the use of
Spanish-speaking Latin American countries was
published in September. This special edition was
prepared in close cooperation with consultants from 10
Latin American countries.
In May and June, a WIPO official undertook a
mission to Beijing to assist the Trademarks Office of
China to use the Nice Classification which was adopted
as from November 1, 1988.
In June, the Preparatory Working Group established
by the Committee of Experts for the Nice Classification
held its ninth session in Geneva.
The following members of the Working Group
were represented at the session: Denmark, France,
Germany (Federal Republic of), Netherlands, Norway, Sweden, United Kingdom, United States of
America (8). China, Japan and Spain were represented
by observers. BBM and APAA were also represented by
observers.
Discussions were based on documents containing
proposals for changes in the Classification presented by
Australia, France, Germany (Federal Republic of), the
Soviet Union, the United Kingdom, the United States
of America, BBM and the International Bureau. The
Preparatory Working Group made recommendations
to the Committee of Experts for the Nice Classification
on various proposals made by the member countries
and organizations mentioned above.
The number of proposals was such that it proved
impossible to consider all of them during the time
allowed for the ninth session ofthe Working Group. The
members of the Working Group therefore proposed to
postpone its consideration of some proposals to a future
session (the tenth), which should be convened for the
beginning of 1989.
The member countries of the Working Group also
proposed to send additional proposals on the classification of services to the International Bureau by the end
of September 1988; they too would have to be
considered at the tenth session of the Working
Group.
The WIPO Classification Service for Marks, which
gives advice, in the form of classification reports, in
respect ofthe correct classification ofgoods and services
according to the Nice Classification, continued its activities. During the period covered by this report, a total of
91 classification reports were drawn up (64 in 1987); 85
were received from private firms and six from national
offices; altogether, they came from 12 countries.
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VII. International Classification of
Industrial Designs
Objective
The objective is to continue the improvement of the
Locarno Classification for Industrial Designs, an
important tool in the orderly registration of industrial
designs. "Improvement" means the covering of new
kinds of goods in which designs are incorporated and
the more precise description and classification of the
existing ones, in addition to the updating of the Classification in various languages.

Activities
In February, the Committee of Experts under the
Locarno Agreement held its fifth session in Geneva.
The following member States of the Locarno Union
were represented at the session: Denmark, Finland,
France, Italy, Netherlands, Norway, Sweden, Switzerland (8). Germany (Federal Republic of), Mexico, the
Philippines, the Republic of Korea and Turkey (5) were
represented by observers. BBDM, OAU, AIPPI, APAA
and CNIPA were also represented by observers.
The Committee examined proposals and other
contributions on matters of general interest presented
by the International Bureau and by member States.
As regards a proposal by Czechoslovakia regarding
free, systematic exchange of official gazettes of industrial designs between the member States of the Locarno
Union, or of the Paris Union, the Committee held that it
was not competent for those matters and requested the
PCIPI to study that question.
As regards a proposal by the International Bureau
concerning classification criteria, the Committee
adopted a new paragraph (e) which was to be introduced
in the part "General Remarks" of the Locarno Classification, namely: "(e) In principle, goods are
classified first according to their purpose and subsidiarily, if this is possible, according to the object
that they represent. This latter classification is
optional."
Furthermore, the Committee of Experts studied and
adopted a number of proposals for changes in the Classification submitted by member States.
In December, the fifth edition of the Locarno Classification, containing all the amendments and additions
decided upon at the above-mentioned session of the
Committee of Experts, was published in English and
French. It entered into force on November 1, 1988.
In October, a WIPO official attended, in Treviso
(Italy), an International Conference on Industrial
Designs, organized by the Treviso Chamber of
Commerce.
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VIII. International Classification of
the Figurative Elements of Marks
Objectives
The general objective is to continue the
improvement of the Vienna Classification of the Figurative Elements of Marks, an important tool in the
orderly registration of marks that have figurative
elements. "Improvement" means the filling of gaps,
replacing difficult-to-apply principles by more practical
ones and clarifying the Classification where it is not
clear enough, all this in the light of experience, through
amendments and additions decided by the Committee
of Experts established by the Vienna Agreement.
Furthermore, the objective is to facilitate the acceptance
of the Classification (by ratifying the Vienna
Agreement) and its use and uniform application by
issuing recommendations by the said Committee of
Experts.
Activities
In May and June, a WIPO official undertook a
mission to Beijing to assist the Trademark Office of
China in using the Vienna Classification which was
adopted as from January 1, 1989.
In November, the official text in Spanish of the
Vienna Classification (second edition) was published.

IX. Diplomatic Conference on the
Revision of the Paris Convention
Objective
The objective is the completion of the work of the
diplomatic conference by adopting a revised Act of the
Paris Convention.
Activities
In May, the Spokesmen of the three Groups and the
Representative of China met in Geneva to decide the
date and program of the next Consultative Meeting on
the Revision of the Paris Convention for the Protection
of Industrial Property. At their invitation, the Director
General participated in the discussions.
It was decided that the fifth Consultative Meeting
would be held in Geneva, at WIPO headquarters, from
September 19 to 23, 1988, and that its program would
consist of the examination of Articles 5A, Squater and
lOquater of the Paris Convention and of any other
Article on the program of the Diplomatic Conference

whose examination was requested, in writing
(addressed to the Director General of WIPO), by any of
the three Groups or China not later than August 19,
1988.
In September, the fifth Consultative Meeting on the
Revision of the Paris Convention for the Protection of
Industrial Property took place in Geneva. The meeting
dealt with Articles 1, 5A Squater and lOquater. The
following States participated in the meeting:
(i) in respect of the general discussions and the
discussions on Articles 5A and Squater:
— for the Group of Developing Countries: Brazil
(Spokesman), Argentina, Cuba, Egypt, Ghana,
Indonesia, Mexico, Philippines, Senegal, United
Republic of Tanzania, Yugoslavia (on each day,
10 representatives, 10 States);
— for Group B: Germany (Federal Republic of)
(Spokesman), Australia, France, Italy, Japan,
Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, United Kingdom,
United States of America (10 representatives, 10
States);
— for Group D: Soviet Union (Spokesman),
Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, German Democratic
Republic, Hungary, Poland (10 representatives,
six States);
— China (one representative, one State);
(ii) in respect of the discussions on Article 1 :
— for the Group of Developing Countries: Brazil
(Spokesman), Argentina, Cuba, Egypt, Ghana,
Indonesia, Mexico, Philippines, Senegal, Yugoslavia (10 representatives, 10 States);
— for Group B: Germany (Federal Republic of)
(Spokesman), Australia, Denmark, Finland,
France, Netherlands, Portugal, Switzerland,
United Kingdom, United States of America (10
representatives, 10 States);
— for Group D: Soviet Union (Spokesman),
Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, German Democratic
Republic, Hungary, Poland (10 representatives,
six States);
— China (one representative, one State);
(iii) in respect of the discussions on Article
lOquater:
— for the Group of Developing Countries: Brazil
(Spokesman), Cuba, Ghana, Indonesia, Mexico,
Philippines, Senegal, United Republic of
Tanzania, Yugoslavia (10 representatives, nine
States);
— for Group B: Germany (Federal Republic of)
(Spokesman), Australia, Canada, France, Greece,
Italy, Japan, Portugal, Switzerland, United States
of America (10 representatives, 10 States);
— for Group D: Soviet Union (Spokesman),
Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, German Democratic
Republic, Hungary, Poland (10 representatives,
six States);
— China (one representative, one State).
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As agreed by the Spokesmen of the three Groups and
the Representative of China, the Director General acted
as Chairman of the Consultative Meeting.
After a detailed discussion, the Consultative Meeting
decided that the Assembly of the Paris Union for the
Protection of Industrial Property, at its thirteenth
session (5th extraordinary) from September 26 to
October 9,1988, would set the dates of the sixth Consultative Meeting.
The Assembly of the Paris Union at its thirteenth
session, in the light of the commitment undertaken by
Group B that it would communicate, through its
Spokesman, by June 15,1989, written counterproposals
to the written and oral proposals in respect of Articles 1,
5A and Squater made for or during the fifth Consultative Meeting, decided that the sixth Consultative
Meeting on the Revision of the Paris Convention would
take place from September 18 to 22, 1989, and that the
continuation of the work of the revision of the Paris
Convention, including the question of the continuation
of the Diplomatic Conference, would be on the agenda
of the next ordinary session of the Assembly of the Paris
Union (September 25 to October 4, 1989).

X. Patent Cooperation Treaty (PCT)

amounted to 12,496. The total numbers of international
applications filed in each calendar year since the
beginning of PCT operations are as follows:
Numbers
12,496

1978 1979 19801981 1982 1983 1984 1985 19861987 1988 Years

The increase in filings, which was 30% in 1988 as
compared with 1987, can be attributed mainly to the
increasing awareness of inventors, industry and patent
attorneys of the advantages offered by the PCT.
The following table shows the country of origin of
international applications whose record copies were
received by the International Bureau during the period
covered by this report and the corresponding percentages.

Objectives
The objective is to provide the services that the
International Bureau has to secure under the Patent
Cooperation Treaty (hereinafter referred to as the
"PCT"). A further objective is to keep under constant
review the PCT system in order to further improve the
efficiency and security of the operations under the
PCT.
Activities
Operational Services. During the period covered by
this report, the International Bureau of WIPO received
the "record copies"1 of 11,9962 international applications from the "receiving Offices," that is, the Offices
with which international applications were filed.
Statistics. The number of international applications
filed during the period under review, according to information provided by the "receiving Offices," that is, the
Offices with which international applications are filed,
1

The original of an international application as filed in a "receiving
Office" is called "record copy."
2 This number is lower than the number of filings given in the
following paragraph because by the end of 1988 not all record copies of
international applications filed in receiving Offices had been received
by the International Bureau.
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Country of origin *

Australia
Austria
Belgium
Brazil
Bulgaria
Denmark
Finland
France
Germany (Federal Republic of)
Hungary
Italy
Japan
Luxembourg
Netherlands
Norway
Republic of Korea
Soviet Union
Sri Lanka
Sweden
Switzerland**
United Kingdom***
United States of America
Total:

Record copies received *
Number
/ Percentage

503
144
48
13
1
215
218
630
1,631
80
159
1,292
5
116
96
26
232
4
729
331
1,104
4,419

4.19
1.20
0.40
0.11
0.01
1.79
1.82
5.25
13.60
0.67
1.33
10.77
0.04
0.97
0.80
0.22
1.93
0.03
6.08
2.76
9.20
36.83

11,996

100.00

* The record copies were received from the national Office of the country.
However, nationals and residents of the following countries can file either with the
European Patent Office (EPO) or with their national Offices (the figures which appear
below in brackets after the name of the country divide the above total of record copies
received in 1988 into those received from the national Office (before the slant) and those
received from the EPO (after the slant)): Austria (115/29), Belgium (35/13), France
(614/16), Germany (Federal Republic of) (776/855), Italy (90/69), Luxembourg (1/4),
Netherlands (63/53), Sweden (719/10). Switzerland/Liechtenstein (226/105), United
Kingdom (1,093/11). Altogether, 1,165 record copies were received in 1988 from the
EPO as receiving Office, which represents 9.71% of the total number of record copies
received in that year. The receiving Office for nationals and residents of Sri Lanka is the
International Bureau of WIPO.
** The national Office of Switzerland is the receiving Office also for nationals and
residents of Liechtenstein.
*** The national Office of the United Kingdom is the receiving Office also for
residents of Hong Kong and the Isle of Man.
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The average number of Contracting States designated per international application (on the basis of the
record copies received in 1988) was 14.96. The average
number of designation fees payable, however, was 6.57.
This difference is due to the fact that in the case of the
designation of several countries for regional (European
or OAPI) protection, only one designation fee is due and
to the fact that each designation beyond the first 10 for
which designation fees are due is free of charge. The
difference also shows that applicants eliminate a certain
number of designations—made at no cost at the time of
filing—by the time they pay the designation fee, a
natural and desirable result of the PCT procedure. In
1988, a European patent was asked for in 10,673 record
copies, which represents 88.97% of the cases. 1,655
(13.80%) applications contained more than 10 designations and their applicants thus benefited from the
advantage of the maximum amount of the designation
fee according to which any designation in excess of 10 is
free of charge.
The table below shows the total number of designations made in the international applications, the record
copies ofwhich were received during the period covered
by this report, broken down according to the designated
States and the number of times a Contracting State is
designated per 100 international applications expressed
as a percentage.

Designated State

Australia
Austria
Barbados
Belgium
Brazil
Bulgaria
Democratic People's Republic of
Korea
Denmark
Finland
France
Germany (Federal Republic of)
Hungary
Italy
Japan
Luxembourg
Madagascar
Malawi
Monaco
Netherlands
Norway
Republic of Korea
Romania
Soviet Union
Sri Lanka
Sudan
Sweden
Switzerland**
United Kingdom
United States of America
OAPI***

Number of
designations for
national and/or
regional
protection *

Percentage of
designations

5,523
10,486
1,273
9,693
3,309
1,487

3.08
5.85
0.71
5.41
1.85
0.83

1,420
3,896
3,480
10,580
12,089
1,940
10,049
9,656
10,264
1,300
1,284
1,369
10,956
3,623
4,537
1,585
2,617
1,325
1,289
10,929
10,713
12,223
7,520
1,291

0.79
2.17
1.94
5.90
6.74
1.08
5.60
5.39
5.72
0.72
0.72
0.76
6.11
2.02
2.53
0.88
1.46
0.74
0.72
6.10
5.97
6.82
4.19
7.20

* Two designations are counted where a State member of the European Patent
Organisation is designated both for national protection and for a European patent.
** Includes the simultaneous designation of Liechtenstein.
*** Includes the simultaneous designation of Benin, Cameroon, Centra] African
Republic. Chad, the Congo, Gabon, Mali, Mauritania, Senegal and Togo.

The languages of firing of the international applications whose record copies were received in 1988 by the
International Bureau and the corresponding percentages are as follows:
Language of filing

Danish
Dutch
English
Finnish
French
German
Japanese
Norwegian
Russian
Swedish
Total:

Number of
applications

Percentage
of total

109
20
7,177
88
704
1,971
1,224
52
232
419

0.91
0.17
59.84
0.73
5.87
16.43
10.20
0.43
1.93
3.49

11,996

100.00

In 1988, 3,595 demands for international preliminary examination under Chapter II of the PCT were
filed with the Offices indicated below, which act as
International Preliminary Examining Authorities. In
the following table, those demands are broken down
according to the International Preliminary Examining
Authorities which received the demands, and the corresponding percentages are indicated.
Authority
(country or organization)

Number of
demands

Percentage
oftotal

Australia
Austria
Japan
Soviet Union
Sweden
United Kingdom
United States of America
EPO

245
13
154
1
520
431
939
1,292

6.82
0.36
4.28
0.03
14.46
11.99
26.12
35.94

Total:

3,595

100.00

The increase by 170.8% in the number of demands
for international preliminary examination in 1988 can
be attributed to the feet that most of the Contracting
States can now be elected for international preliminary
examination which permits applicants to postpone the
national phase to 30 months from the priority date. This
is 18 months later than under the traditional procedure
(under that procedure, the applicant has only 12 months
from the priority date).
Publications under the PCT. The fortnightly publication of the PCT Gazette, in separate English and
French editions, was continued throughout 1988. In
addition to a substantial volume of information of a
general character, the PCT Gazette included entries
relating to the 10,515 international applications which
were published in the form of PCT pamphlets (in
English, French, German, Japanese or Russian,
depending on the language of filing) on the same day as
the relevant issues of the PCT Gazette. Two special
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issues were published with consolidated information of
a general character. The numbers of international applications published as pamphlets in each of the abovementioned languages (and the corresponding percentages) are as follows:
Language of publication

English
French
German
Japanese
Russian
Total:

Number of
applications
published

6,970

Percentage
of total

178

66.29
6.03
15.50
10.49
1.69

10,515

100.00

634

1,630
1,103

Information Services. In January, the text ofthe PCT
and its Regulations was published in Portuguese.
In February and July, replacement pages were issued
to update Volumes I and II of the PCT Applicant's
Guide, in English and French.
Meetings. In May, the PCT Committeefor Technical
Cooperation held its eleventh session in Geneva jointly
with the second session of the Executive Coordination
Committee of the Permanent Committee on Industrial
Property Information.
Eighteen States—Australia, Austria, Brazil,
Bulgaria, Democratic People's Republic of Korea,
Denmark, Finland, France, Germany (Federal Republic
of), Japan, Netherlands, Norway, Republic of Korea,
Soviet Union, Sweden, Switzerland, United Kingdom,
United States of America—and the EPO were represented, as well as observers from seven countries
(Canada, China, Czechoslovakia, Egypt, German
Democratic Republic, Mexico, Spain), the CEC, one
international
non-governmental . organization
(INPADOQ and the publisher of the journal World
Patent Information.
The Committee took note of detailed information
provided by Derwent Publications Ltd. and by
INPADOC, which would lead to the creation of an
inventory of English-language abstracts of Japanese
patent documents that are generally available according
to PCT Rule 34.1(e). The Committee also took note of
cost estimates to create the said inventory as prepared
by the International Bureau.
The Committee requested the International Bureau
to attempt to discover the level of interest in selling
copies of the said inventory to offices and organizations,
e.g., private companies. The Committee noted that the
Japanese Patent Office is likely to increase the coverage
of Japanese patent documents for which Englishlanguage abstracts would be available in the future with
the eventual aim of achieving 100% coverage of unexamined patent documents. The Committee concluded
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that if 100% coverage were to be obtained then the need
to continue producing an inventory would be
removed.
The Committee considered the list of periodicals
established under PCT Rule 34.1 (b)(w) and agreed that
17 periodicals, which had yielded few articles of use for
the purposes of patent search and examination, should
be deleted from that list from December 31, 1988.
On the question of additions to the said list to
provide a better coverage of the field of biotechnology,
the Committee agreed that three periodicals should be
added as from January 1, 1989. The Committee also
agreed to the replacement of a periodical on the said list
since a cover-to-cover English translation of it was no
longer available.
The Committee agreed that the printing of IPC
indexing codes on the patent documents forming the
minimum documentation defined in PCT Rule 34
would greatly improve search efficiency and, accordingly, asked the International Bureau to urge the authorities publishing the said patent documents to give IPC
indexing codes on all patent documents published by
them.
Visits. In January, a WIPO official held a PCT
Seminar for patent practitioners in Stuttgart (Federal
Republic of Germany).
In February, a WIPO official held PCT Seminars in
London and in Munich for patent practitioners, and in
Stuttgart for paralegals.
In March, a WIPO official held a PCT Seminar in
Ludwigshafen (Federal Republic of Germany).
Also in March, two WIPO officials gave lectures at a
PCT meeting held at the EPO in Munich for staff
members of that Office involved in the operations
under the PCT.
Also in March, a WIPO official held a PCT Seminar,
organized by the Swedish Royal Patent and Registration
Office, in Stockholm.
Also in March, a WIPO official participated in
Queenstown (New Zealand), in a Joint Conference of
Patent Attorneys from Australia and New Zealand and
gave a lecture on the PCT.
Also in March, a WIPO official visited the Patent
Office in Wellington (New Zealand) for a discussion on
the possible accession to the PCT by New Zealand.
Also in March, two WIPO officials visited the EPO
for a discussion on legal questions relating to operations
under the PCT.
In April, a WIPO official visited the Bureau of
Patents, Trademarks and Technology Transfer, in
Manila, and participated in a public meeting on the
advantages of the PCT for the Philippines.
Also in April, a WIPO official gave a PCT lecture to
members of the Intellectual Property Association of the
Philippines (IPAP) in Manila.
Also in April, a WIPO official gave PCT lectures to
members of The Intellectual and Industrial Property
Society (UPS) in Melbourne and Sydney (Australia).
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Also in April, a WIPO official visited the Australian
Patent, Trade Marks and Designs Office in Canberra for
a discussion on cooperation between that Office and
WIPO on procedural questions.
Also in April, a WIPO official visited the Korea
Industrial Property Office (KIPO) of the Republic of
Korea, in Seoul, for a discussion on the withdrawal of a
reservation concerning Chapter II of the PCT and other
PCT questions.
Also in April, a WIPO official gave a lecture on PCT
at the International Intellectual Property Training
Institute (IIPTI) in Seoul.
Also in April, two WIPO officials participated in a
seminar at CEIPI in Strasbourg (France) for tutors
acting under CEIPFs training program for future
European patent attorneys.
In May, a WIPO official gave a lecture on Chapter II
of the PCT at a meeting of patent engineers from Swiss
industry, in Berne.
Also in May, a WIPO official gave a lecture on the
PCT at a meeting of the heads of patent agencies of the
countries members of the Council for Mutual Economic
Assistance (CMEA) held in Budapest.
Also in May, a WIPO official held a two-day PCT
Seminar, organized at the Swedish Royal Patent and
Registration Office, in Stockholm.
In June, a WIPO official gave a PCT lecture in New
York at a Seminar entitled "Patents and Licensing—
Problems and Solutions," sponsored by the Franklin
Pierce Law Center, Concord, New Hampshire (United
States of America).
Also in June, a WIPO official visited the United
States Patent and Trademark Office (USPTO) in
Washington, for a discussion on cooperation between
that Office and WIPO in the field of the PCT.
Also in June, a WIPO official visited the EPO in
Munich for a discussion on cooperation between that
Office and WIPO and procedural questions in the field
of the PCT.
In August, a government official from China visited
WIPO to study the PCT.
In September, a WIPO official gave a PCT lecture at
the Annual General Meeting of the Patent and
Trademark Institution of Canada (PTIC) in Gray Rocks
(Canada).
Also in September, a WIPO official participated in a
PCT Round Table in Leverkusen (Federal Republic of
Germany).
In October, two WIPO officials participated in PCT
Seminars organized by Stockholm University in Copenhagen, Stockholm, Helsinki and Oslo.
Also in October, a WIPO official held a one-day PCT
Seminar in London.
Also in October, a WIPO official gave a lecture on
the PCT in Tokyo, on the occasion of a meeting celebrating the tenth anniversary of the entry into force of
the PCT with respect to Japan.
Also in October, two WIPO officials held a one-day
PCT Seminar in Paris.

In November, a WIPO official held a two-day PCT
Seminar, organized at the Royal Patent and Registration Office in Stockholm.
In December, two WIPO officials participated in a
PCT Seminar organized by an academic institution in
Lyons (France).
Also in December, a WIPO official visited the EPO
in Munich for discussion of miscellaneous questions
concerning international search and international
preliminary examination carried out by the EPO in its
capacity as International Searching Authority and
International Preliminary Examining Authority.

XI. Madrid Agreement Concerning the
International Registration of Marks
Objective
The objective is to maintain and improve the system
of international registration of marks under the Madrid
Agreement Concerning the International Registration
of Marks.
Activities
Registration of Marks and Connected Tasks. WIPO
continued to perform the tasks provided for in the
Madrid Agreement. In the period covered by this
report, the total number of registrations effected was
13,016. To this figure should be added 4,538 renewals.
The total number of registrations and renewals effected
during the period under consideration was therefore
17,554, which represented an increase of 27% over
1987. The total number of changes recorded in the
International Register of Marks increased to 18,894.
The total number of refusals and invalidations recorded
in 1988 was 37,729.
The table below gives the country of origin of registrations or the country of the owner of renewals filed
with the International Bureau during the period under
review, together with the corresponding percentages:
Country of origin or of owner

Number

Percentage

Austria
Benelux
Bulgaria
Czechoslovakia
Democratic People's Republic of
Korea
Egypt
France
German Democratic Republic
Germany (Federal Republic of)
Hungary
Italy
Liechtenstein
Monaco
Mongolia

613
2,457
3
283

3.49
14.00
0.02
1.61

6
2
4,964
75
3,467
89
2,441
113
28
3

0.03
0.01
28.28
0.42
19.75
0.51
13.90
0.64
0.16
0.02
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Morocco
Portugal
Romania
San Marino
Soviet Union
Spain
Switzerland
Tunisia
Yugoslavia
Total:

12
52
46
3
29
821
2,018
2
27

0.06
0.30
0.26
0.02
0.17
4.68
11.50
0.01
0.15

17,554

100.00

Information Services. The review Les Marques internationales, containing the publication of registrations of
marks, renewals and changes recorded in the International Register, continued to appear each month.
In May, the Guide to the International Registration of
Marks was published in Arabic.
In July, a new edition was published, in English and
French, of the brochure containing the text of the
Madrid Agreement and the new Regulations adopted on
April 22, 1988. This brochure was also published in
German, in December.
In October, a WIPO official attended a meeting held
at the Austrian Patent Office in Vienna with the participation of representatives of the national offices of the
German-speaking member countries of the Madrid
Union. The purpose of the meeting was to approve a
single German translation of the text of the Regulations
adopted on April 22, 1988.
In December, a new edition of the Guide to the International Registration of Marks was published in French.
The new edition took into account the amendments
introduced in the new Regulations adopted on April 22,
1988.
Meetings. In December, the Preparatory Committee
for the Diplomatic Conference for the Conclusion of Two
Protocols Relating to the Madrid Agreement Concerning
the International Registration ofMarks met in Geneva.
The following 26 States were represented in the Preparatory Committee: Algeria, Austria, Belgium, Bulgaria,
Czechoslovakia, Democratic People's Republic of
Korea, Denmark, Egypt, France, German Democratic
Republic, Germany (Federal Republic of), Greece,
Hungary, Ireland, Italy, Morocco, Netherlands,
Portugal, Romania, Soviet Union, Spain, Sudan, Switzerland, United Kingdom, Viet Nam, Yugoslavia. The
CEC participated in an observer capacity.
The Preparatory Committee endorsed a proposal
presented by the Director General of WIPO that there
would be only a single protocol, instead of two
protocols, relating to the Madrid Agreement. The single
protocol would speak about Contracting Parties rather
than Contracting States. Any State party to the Paris
Convention and any intergovernmental organization
that had a regional trademark registry would be eligible
as a Contracting Party. The rights and obligations of all
Contracting Parties—whether States or intergovernmental organizations—would be the same.

The Preparatory Committee adopted the draft
agenda and the draft Rules of Procedure of the Diplomatic Conference.
The Preparatory Committee decided that the invitation of the Government of Spain to hold the Diplomatic Conference in Madrid should be accepted and
that, consequently, the Diplomatic Conference would
be held in Madrid from June 12 to 28, 1989.
Distribution of Supplementary Fees and Complementary Fees Collected under the Madrid
Agreement
On the closing of the accounts for 1988 of the Madrid
Union, the member States received the following
amounts, in Swiss francs, as their share:
Swiss francs

Algeria
Austria
Benelux
Bulgaria
Czechoslovakia
Democratic People's Republic of Korea
Egypt
France
German Democratic Republic
Germany (Federal Republic of)
Hungary
Italy
Liechtenstein
Monaco
Mongolia
Morocco
Portugal
Romania
San Marino
Soviet Union
Spain
Sudan
Switzerland
Tunisia
Viet Nam
Yugoslavia

141,722.97
606,242.26
1,310,277.31
217,618.89
505,322.38
174,270.69
406,305.43
551,824.55
486,985.64
854,054.87
535,856.94
601,407.75
161,170.49
298,482.45
98,297.45
133,681.87
989,568.89
398,223.95
107,834.47
296,145.59
1,172,408.81
154,050.33
591,464.47
34,375.11
165,978.98
604,643.46
11,598,216.00

Total:

A number of the member States of the Madrid
Union used all or part of the amounts concerned to pay
their contributions to the budgets of the Unions administered by WIPO.

XII. The Hague Agreement Concerning the
International Deposit of Industrial Designs
Objective
The objective is to provide the services that the
International Bureau has to secure under the Hague
Agreement Concerning the International Deposit of
Industrial Designs.
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Activities
Receiving Industrial Designs and Connected Tasks.
WIPO continued to perform the tasks provided for in
the Hague Agreement, in particular the registration and
monthly publication (in the periodical International
Designs Bulletin/Bulletin des dessins et modèles internationaux) of industrial designs deposited with it In the
period covered by this report, the total number of international deposits was 2,706 and the total number of
prolongations and renewals was 902, which represented
an increase of 24% and of 16%, respectively, over
1987.
Meeting of Users of the Hague Agreement. In
February, the first meeting of users of the Hague
Agreement took place in Geneva. The meeting was
attended by a number of applicants and representatives
together with the Offices of the following States
members of the Hague Union: France, Germany
(Federal Republic of), Italy, Netherlands, Switzerland.
The BBDM was also represented. AIPPI, CNIPA,
FICPI, French Association of Practitioners in
Trademark and Design Law (APRAM) and UEPIP also
attended the meeting as observers.
The meeting made a certain number of recommendations to the International Bureau concerning the use
of forms and possible improvements of the forms.
Information Services. In June, an updating of the
Guide to the International Deposit ofIndustrial Designs
was published in French; the English version was
published in September.
Distribution of State Fees Collected Under the Hague
Agreement
On the closing of the accounts for 1988 of the Hague
Union, the member States received the following
amounts, in Swiss francs, as their share in the State
fees:
Swiss francs

Benelux
Benin
France
Germany (Federal Republic of)
Hungary
Italy
Liechtenstein
Monaco
Senegal
Suriname
Switzerland
Total :

99,956
6,555
84,222
84,288
38,290
78,986
34,211
33,783
8,235
7,770
85,527
561,823

A number of the member States of the Hague Union
used all or part of the amounts concerned to pay their
contributions to the budgets of the Unions administered
by WIPO.

XIII. Cooperation with States and International
Organizations in Matters Concerning
Industrial Property
Objective
The objective is to ensure that, through regular
contacts between WIPO on the one hand and the
governments of States and organizations on the other,
there should be full awareness of what is being done and
planned on either side in order mutually to inspire more
and more useful activities, to combine forces whenever
possible and to avoid unnecessary duplication.
Activities
WIPO continued to cooperate with States, with
intergovernmental organizations and with international
and national non-governmental organizations.
States
Bulgaria. In January, two officials of the Secretariat
of the Organizing Committee for the "Second World
Exhibition of Achievements of Young Inventors 'ExpoPlovdiv '91'," visited WIPO headquarters and had
discussions with WIPO officials on questions relating to
the preparatory activities for that Exhibition.
Certain European Countries. In May, WIPO organized, in cooperation with the Federal Government of
Yugoslavia, a Planning Meeting of Heads of Industrial
Property Offices of Certain European Countries
(selected according to UNDP criteria), which took place
at Dubrovnik (Yugoslavia). The meeting, which was
organized with the financial support of the United
Nations Development Programme (UNDP), was
attended by the heads of the industrial property offices
of Bulgaria, Cyprus, Hungary, Poland, Romania,
Turkey and Yugoslavia, by another official of each of
those offices, and by WIPO officials. The purpose of the
meeting was to gather information on the current situation of patent information and documentation in the
participating countries, and to discuss the objectives to
be pursued and possible activities to be undertaken in
the framework of a proposed UNDP-financed regional
project on patent information services for certain
European countries. Other countries eligible for participation in the project but which were not represented at
the meeting are Albania, Malta and Portugal. A project
proposal, based on the findings of the meeting, was
prepared by WIPO and submitted to UNDP for
approval.
France. In March, the Director General received the
visit of a delegation of the Conseil national du patronat
français (CNPF).
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In May, a WIPO official visited Paris for discussions
with the National Industrial Property Institute of
France (INPI) of activities to be financed in 1988 by a
special contribution of the Government of France to
development cooperation activities of WIPO in the
field of industrial property.
Germany (Federal Republic of). In December, a
Deputy Director General and another WIPO official
had discussions in Bonn with government officials on
questions concerning the implementation of the newly
concluded Funds-in-Trust Arrangement between
WIPO and the Federal Republic of Germany for the
period 1989-91.
Japan. In March, two WIPO officials visited Tokyo
for a meeting with the Japanese Patent Office (JPO), in
the framework of a special contribution by the
Government of Japan to development cooperation
activities of WIPO in the field of industrial property in
Asia and the Pacific. The purpose of the meeting was to
carry out an evaluation of the activities financed by that
special contribution in the Japanese financial year 1987,
and to have preliminary discussions on possible activities to be financed by a proposed new special contribution by the Government of Japan for the Japanese
financial year 1988. The said new contribution was
approved by the Government of Japan in July.
In April, a Deputy Director General visited the JPO
in Tokyo and had discussions with the Director General
of the JPO and other officials on questions of mutual
interest in the field of industrial property.
In June, a WIPO official had discussions in Tokyo
with government officials on documentation and
computerization matters.
In September, two government officials from the
JPO had discussions with a Deputy Director General
and other WIPO officials on proposed activities under
the above-mentioned special contribution by the
Government of Japan.
In October, two government officials from the JPO
undertook a study visit to the headquarters of WIPO to
study the different activities of the International
Bureau, including its international trademark registration services.
Portugal. In May, a WIPO official visited the Portuguese National Institute of Industrial Property (INPI) in
Lisbon, to give advice on the modernization of patent
and trademark procedures.
Soviet Union. In February, April and June, a Deputy
Director General had discussions with government officials in Moscow on development cooperation matters
and other questions of mutual interest, including the
organization of the Training Course on Patent Information held in Moscow in June and July.
In September, at the invitation of the Chairman of
the Copyright Agency of the USSR (VAAP), the
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Director General, a Deputy Director General and
another WIPO official had discussions with
government officials in Moscow on development cooperation matters and other questions of mutual interest
in the fields of industrial property and copyright.
Spain. In May, two WIPO officials undertook a
mission in Madrid to discuss the joint WIPO/Spain
development cooperation program for Latin American
countries.
Sweden. In November, a WIPO official, together
with an official of UPOV had discussions in Stockholm
concerning the joint WIPO/UPOV study on the
interface between patents and plant breeders' rights.
Switzerland. In November, the Director General and
a WIPO official attended a ceremony to celebrate the
100th anniversary of the first Swiss patent law, in
Berne.
Turkey. In February, a WIPO consultant from
Austria visited Ankara to advise the Turkish Industrial
Property Department (IPD) on the improvement of its
trademark procedures and the feasibility of, and
requirements for, automation of those procedures. The
mission was funded by the UNDP-financed country
project.
In April, a study tour to INPADOC (Vienna),
Compu-Mark (Antwerp) and WIPO was organized for
the National Project Coordinator of the project. At
INPADOC, the setting up of a computerized data base
of Turkish patents was, in particular, discussed by the
Coordinator, together with two WIPO officials.
In June, the first Tripartite Review Meeting of the
project was held in Ankara. Government officials,
UNDP and WIPO officials participated. The Meeting
expressed satisfaction with the progress of the project
and reviewed planned activities for the second half of
1988.
Also in June, a mission to Ankara was undertaken by
two WIPO consultants from the EPO to train IPD
patent examiners in patent classification, searching and
examination techniques. The mission was funded by the
UNDP-financed country project.
In August and September, two patent examiners of
the IPD were trained in patent classification and
searching and examination techniques at the German
Patent Office, in Munich. The training program was
funded by the UNDP-financed country project.
In September, the trademark examiners of the IPD
were trained in trademark classification, in Ankara, by a
WIPO consultant from the Federal Republic of
Germany. The mission of the expert was funded by the
UNDP-financed country project.
Yugoslavia. In January, the Deputy Director of the
Yugoslav Federal Patent Office visited WIPO for
discussions on the activities to be carried out in 1988 in
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the framework of the UNDP-financed country
project.
In February and March, a WIPO official and a WIPO
consultant from Yugoslavia undertook a mission to
Belgrade, in the framework of the above-mentioned
project. The purpose of the mission was to formulate
recommendations for the reorganization and
completion of the patent document holdings of the
Federal Patent Office, as well as for the improvement of
the work procedures for the processing and examination
of patent applications. This mission was funded by the
UNDP-financed country project.
In May, WIPO organized, in cooperation with the
Federal Government ofYugoslavia, a Planning Meeting
of Heads of Industrial Property Offices of Certain
European Countries, which took place in Dubrovnik.
In October, a WIPO consultant from France
undertook a mission to Belgrade to review the
trademark procedures of the Federal Patent Office and
make recommendations for their improvement The
mission was funded by the UNDP-financed country
project.
Also in October, a national Seminar on Industrial
Designs was organized by WIPO in cooperation with
the Federal Patent Office, in Belgrade. Some 50 participants from interested government departments, the
design industry, the legal profession and other related
circles took part in the Seminar. Lectures were given by
WIPO consultants from France, Switzerland and Yugoslavia, and by a WIPO official. The Seminar was funded
by the UNDP-financed country project
In October and November, two government officials
participated in a training course for patent examiners at
the United States Patent and Trademark Office, in
Washington. Their participation was funded by the
UNDP-financed country project.
Also in October and November, a government
official undertook a study visit on appellations of origin
to Austria, Czechoslovakia, France, Germany (Federal
Republic of) and WIPO headquarters in Geneva. The
study visit was funded by the UNDP-financed country
project
In November, a government official was given
training in trademarks and industrial designs at INPI
(France), in Paris. The training program was funded by
the UNDP-financed country project.
Also in November, a WIPO official and a WIPO
consultant from Austria undertook a mission to
Belgrade to review the patent application processing
procedures of the Federal Patent Office and make
recommendations for automation in the patent field.
The mission was funded by the UNDP-financed
country project
In December, a national Seminar on Searching and
Examination Techniques Regarding Patent Applications in the Field of Biotechnology was organized by
WIPO in cooperation with the Federal Patent Office, in
Belgrade. Some 50 participants from the Federal Patent
Office, research centers, interested government depart-

ments, industry and the patent profession took part in
the Seminar. Lectures were given by WIPO consultants
from Germany (Federal Republic of), the United States
of America, Yugoslavia and the EPO, and by a WIPO
official. The Seminar was funded by the UNDPfinanced country project.

Intergovernmental Organizations
Commission of European Communities (CEC). In
March and September, a WIPO official attended
sessions of the CEC Working Group on "Innovation
and Patents," in Luxembourg.
In October and December, a WIPO official participated in the hearings of the CEC on the protection of
computer programs and the private reproduction of
audiovisual works, respectively, in Brussels.
Councilfor Mutual Economic Assistance (CMEA).ïn
May, a WIPO official participated in a meeting of the
heads of industrial property offices of the countries
members of the CMEA, in Budapest.
European Patent Organisation (EPO). In January, a
Vice-President of the EPO, accompanied by another
EPO official, had discussions with the Director General
and WIPO officials, in Geneva, on cooperation between
the two organizations.
In May and September, a WIPO official participated,
in Munich, in sessions of an ad hoc Working Party on
Harmonisation established by the Administrative
Council of the EPO.
In June and December, a Deputy Director General
and another WIPO official participated in sessions of
the Administrative Council, in Munich.
In December, a Deputy Director General and
another WIPO official had discussions in Munich with
the President and other EPO officials on cooperation
between the two organizations.
League of Arab States (LAS). In June and July, a
WIPO official participated in the second general
meeting between representatives of the United Nations
system and the LAS, in Geneva.
Organization of the Islamic Conference (OIC). In
July, a WIPO official participated in the third general
meeting on cooperation between the United Nations
and the OIC, in Geneva.
Other Organizations
In December, an informal meeting with non-governmental organizations was organized by WIPO in
Geneva. The activities of 1988 were reviewed and plans
for 1989 were discussed.

ACTIVITIES OF THE INTERNATIONAL BUREAU
Battelle Europe. In April, a WIPO official participated in a Seminar on Patent Trend Analysis (PTA),
organized by Battelle Europe, in Brussels.
Centre for the International Study of Industrial
Property (CEIPI). In May and October, in Paris and
Strasbourg (France), respectively, the Director General
attended meetings of the Administrative Council of
CEIPI.
Chamber of Commerce of Grenoble. In October, a
WIPO official participated, in the framework of an
international exhibition of high technology "TEC-88,"
in a round table on the protection of designs, organized
by the Chamber of Commerce of Grenoble, in Grenoble
(France).
Cornell University. In December, a WIPO official
participated, in Ithaca, New York (United States of
America), in a Symposium on Animal Patents organized by Cornell University.
European Communities Trademark Practitioners'
Association (ECTA). In May, a WIPO official attended
the tenth session of ECTA, in Rome.
Frankfurt Book Fair. In October, a WIPO official
participated in the annual book fair, in Frankfurt
(Federal Republic of Germany).
German Association for Industrial Property and
Copyright Law (GRUR). In May, a WIPO official participated in the annual meeting of GRUR, in Hamburg
(Federal Republic of Germany).
Hague Conference on Private International Law. In
May, the Director General received the visit of the
Secretary General and other officials of the Hague
Conference on Private International Law and discussed
matters of common interest.
In October, a WIPO official participated in The
Hague in a meeting of the Special Commission of the
Hague Conference on Private International Law.
Institutfür gewerblichen Rechtsschutz (INGRES). In
June, a WIPO official participated in the general
assembly of INGRES, in Zurich (Switzerland).
In November, a WIPO official participated in a
seminar on patent information organized by INGRES
on the occasion of the celebration of the 100th anniversary of the first Swiss patent law, in Berne.
Inter-American Association of Industrial Property
(ASIPI). In November, a WIPO official participated in
the tenth Congress of ASIPI, in Buenos Aires.
International Association for the Advancement of
Teaching and Research in Intellectual Property
(ATRIP). In July, a WIPO official participated in the
seventh annual meeting of ATRIP, which took place in
Washington.
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International Association for the Protection of Industrial Property (AIPPI). In April, a WIPO official
attended a meeting of the Executive Committee of
AIPPI, in Sydney (Australia).
In September, the Director General and two WIPO
officials participated in a Conference on Recent
Phenomena in the Protection of Industrial Property,
organized in Budapest by the Hungarian Group of
AIPPI and the Hungarian Association for the
Protection of Industrial Property (MIE).
International Chamber of Commerce (ICC). In May
and October, a WIPO official participated in meetings
of the Commission on Intellectual and Industrial
Property of the ICC, in Paris.
International Council on Archives (ICA). In August, a
WIPO official participated in Paris in the eleventh
session of ICA.
International Development Law Institute (IDLI). In
January, a WIPO official attended a Seminar on
Transfer of Technology, Know-How and Licensing
Agreements, organized by IDLI, in Rome.
International Federation of Industrial Property
Attorneys (FICPI). In June, the Director General,
accompanied by a Deputy Director General and
another WIPO official, participated in the World
Congress of FICPI, in Cannes (France).
In October, the Director General held discussions, in
Geneva, with representatives of FICPI on questions of
mutual interest.
Japanese Patent Association (JPA). In June,
members of the JPA visited WIPO to study the international registration of industrial designs.
In July, other members of the JPA visited WIPO to
study the international registration of trademarks.
Max Planck Institute for Foreign and International
Patent, Copyright and Competition Law. In July, a
WIPO official participated, in Ringberg (Federal
Republic of Germany), in a Symposium on New
Tendencies in International Protection of Intellectual
Property, organized by the Max Planck Institute.
University of Grenoble. In June, a WIPO official
participated in an International Colloquium on the
Protection of Industrial Design Creations within the
EEC, in Grenoble, organized by the University Center
for Teaching and Research in Industrial Property
(CUERPI), of the University of Grenoble.
University of Lausanne. In March, a WIPO official
attended, in Lausanne (Switzerland), a Workshop on
Unfair Competition, organized by the University of
Lausanne.
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News Items

The International Union for the Protection
of New Varieties of Plants (UPOV) in 1988

State of the Union
There were no changes in 1988 as regards the state of
the Union. As on December 31, 1988, it comprised 17
member States: Belgium, Denmark, France, Germany
(Federal Republic of), Hungary, Ireland, Israel, Italy,
Japan, Netherlands, New Zealand, South Africa, Spain,
Sweden, Switzerland, United Kingdom, United States
of America. All, except Belgium and Spain, are party to
the Revised Act of October 23, 1978, of the
Convention.
Under Article 32(3) of the above-mentioned Act,
"any State which is not a member of the Union and
which has not signed this Act shall, before depositing its
instrument of accession, ask the Council to advise it in
respect of the conformity of its laws with the provisions
of this Act." Two States asked for such advice from the
Council in 1988: Australia, in its note of August 19, and
Poland, by letter of March 28. The Council considered
these two requests at its twenty-second ordinary session
and, in both cases, took a positive decision constituting
such advice, thus enabling Australia and Poland to
deposit their instruments of accession.1
Staff of the Office of the Union
The services of Mr. Walter Gfeller, Vice SecretaryGeneral, came to an end on February 29, 1988. At an
extraordinary session on February 19, the Council
appointed Mr. Barry Greengrass to be his successor. Mr.
Greengrass assumed his duties on June 1.
Sessions
During 1988, the various bodies of UPOV met as
described below. Unless otherwise specified, the
sessions took place in Geneva.

1
Australia deposited its instrument on February 1, 1989. In accordance with Article 33(2) of the 1978 Act of the Convention, Australia
became a party to that Act on March 1, 1989, and thereby constitutes
the eighteenth member State of the Union.

Council
The Council held an extraordinary session (the
eighth) on February 19, under the chairmanship of Mr.
W.F.S. Duffhues (Netherlands), to appoint a new Vice
Secretary-General.
It subsequently held its twenty-second ordinary
session on October 18 and 19, also under the chairmanship of Mr. W.F.S. Duffhues (Netherlands). The
session was attended by observers from 10 non-member
States (Argentina, Australia, Canada, Mexico,
Morocco, Norway, Philippines, Poland, Portugal,
Turkey). The European Economic Community (EEC)
was also represented by an observer.
At that session, the Council took the following main
decisions:
(i) It elected Mr. W.F.S. Duflhues (Netherlands)
as President of the Council for a term of three years
expiring at the end of the twenty-fifth ordinary session
of the Council in 1991, to replace Mr. S.D. Schlosser
(United States of America), who had resigned, and Mr.
R. Lopez de Haro y Wood (Spain) as Vice-President for
the same term of office.
(ii) As mentioned above, it took positive decisions
on the conformity of the legislation of Australia and
Poland with the provisions of the 1978 Act of the
Convention.
(iii) It approved the Secretary-General's report on
the activities of the Union in 1987 and the first nine
months of 1988.
(iv) It approved the Secretary-General's report on
his management during the 1986-87 biennium and on
the financial situation of the Union as at December 31,
1987, and noted the report on the auditing of the
accounts for the above-mentioned period.
(v) It approved the progress reports on the work of
the various subsidiary bodies and their plans for future
work.
(vi) It invited the Office of the Union to cooperate
with the International Bureau of WIPO in preparing a
document to serve as a basis for discussions at the
meeting, to be held in January 1990 at the latest, of a
joint UPOV/WIPO committee of experts to deal with
the relationship between patent protection and plant
variety protection.
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(vii) It decided to admit international non-governmental organizations to ordinary sessions of the
Council in accordance with certain principles whose
practical application was entrusted to the Consultative
Committee.
(viii) It drew the attention of the member States to
the Recommendations on the Harmonization of the
Lists of Protected Species, which it had adopted at its
twentieth ordinary session on December 2,1986, and to
the distortion of competition in trade with plant
material between member States that could result from
non-harmonized lists.
(ix) It elected Mrs. C. Holtz (Sweden) as Chairman
of the Administrative and Legal Committee and reelected Mr. F. Gouge (France) as Vice-Chairman for a
term of three years expiring at the end of the twenty-fifth
ordinary session of the Council, in 1991.
Consultative Committee
The Consultative Committee held its thirty-seventh
session on April 22 and its thirty-eighth session on
October 17 under the chairmanship of Mr. W.F.S.
Duffhues (Netherlands). Discussions at the thirtyseventh session were basically devoted to the distribution of tasks as between the Council and the Consultative Committee, the preparation of a mission of a
UPOV delegation to Poland and participation by
UPO V in EXPOFLORE, the international exhibition of
new plant varieties in Geneva. The thirty-eighth session
was mainly devoted to preparing the twenty-second
ordinary session of the Council and to defining principles to govern UPOV participation in shows and exhibitions.
Administrative and Legal Committee
The Administrative and Legal Committee held its
twenty-second session from April 18 to 21 and its
twenty-third from October 10 to 13 under the chairmanship of Mr. F. Espenhain (Denmark). Observers
from the EEC and from the European Free Trade Association (EFTA) participated in the twenty-second
session; observers from Argentina, Australia, Canada
and Finland, and from the EEC attended the twentythird session.
The main item on the program of the Committee was
the revision of the Convention. The twenty-third
session was almost entirely devoted to that matter. At
its twenty-second session, the Committee further:
(i) examined the harmonization of the lists of
protected species and made a recommendation to the
Council that was adopted by the latter (see above);
(ii) invited the Secretary-General to accede to the
request for assistance formulated by the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO) in
the elaboration of a concerted interpretation of FAO's
International Undertaking on Genetic Resources and
gave general pointers on that subject.
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Technical Committee
The Technical Committee held its twenty-fourth
session on October 20 and 21 under the chairmanship of
Dr. J.K. Doodson (United Kingdom). The session was
attended by observers from Australia and Canada, and
from the EEC.
On the basis of preparatory work carried out by the
Technical Working Parties, the Technical Committee
adopted Test Guidelines for the following 15 taxa
(* denotes a revised version): Eggplant; Tuberous
Begonia Hybrids; Durum Wheat; Endive; Vegetable
Marrow, Squash; Euphorbia fulgens;* Exacum;
Gladiolus; Runner Bean;* Lucerne;* Turnip, Turnip
Rape;* Blackberry;* Black Salsify; Tulip; Common
Vetch.* An addendum to the Test Guidelines for Melon
was also adopted.
The Committee considered the progress reports on
the work of the Technical Working Parties and defined
the main features of their future work. It also examined
the matters raised by the Working Parties on the basis of
the experience gained by the member States in carrying
out the examination for distinctness, homogeneity and
stability of new plant varieties. Of those matters, the
following may be noted: use of statistical methods in
variety examination; observation of colors; definition
of resistance and tolerance of varieties to pests and
diseases and the examination of such characteristics;
the pilot project carried out by Denmark to evaluate
variety examination carried out by breeders on the basis
of official guidelines. It began discussions, without
concluding however, on revision of the UPOV Model
for a Report on Technical Examination.
Finally, the Committee examined reports on two
series of workshops, that is to say, on the examination of
lettuce varieties and on the use of new technology in the
examination of new varieties (see below).

Technical Working Parties
The Technical Working Parties each held one
session in 1988, outside Geneva, as follows:
The Technical Working Party on Automation and
Computer Programs (TWC) held its sixth session from
June 7 to 9 in Edinburgh (United Kingdom), under the
chairmanship of Dr. F. Laidig (Federal Republic of
Germany).
The Technical Working Party for Vegetables (TWV)
held its twenty-first session from June 13 to 15 in
Wageningen (Netherlands), under the chairmanship of
Mr. R. Brand (France).
The Technical WorkingPartyforOrnamental Plants
and Forest Trees (TWO) held its twenty-first session
from June 20 to 24 in Meile (Belgium), under the chairmanship of Mr. C.J. Barendrecht (Netherlands).
The Technical Working Partyfor Fruit Crops (TWF)
held its nineteenth session from June 28 to July 1 in
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Hanover (Federal Republic of Germany), under the
chairmanship of Mr. B. Bar-Tel (Israel).
The Technical Working Partyfor Agricultural Crops
(TWA) held its seventeenth session from July 5 to 7 in
Surgères (France), under the chairmanship of Mr. D.
Feeley (Ireland).
The basic task of four of these Working Parties is to
draw up test guidelines. In addition to the drafts
submitted to the Technical Committee for adoption,
they drew up further drafts, for the following taxa, to be
submitted to the professional organizations for
comment: Sorghum and Triticale (TWA); Banana,
Black Currant, Chestnut and Walnut (TWF); Chrysanthemum, Gerbera, Hydrangea, Lachenalia, Leucadendron, Leucospermum and Protea (TWO); Pea
(TWV).
In addition, the Technical Working Party for Agricultural Crops took note of the various electrophoresis
methods used by some of the member States and of the
need to harmonize such methods if they were to be used
for variety examination for protection purposes. As for
the Technical Working Party on Automation and
Computer Programs, it pursued its work on the use of
statistical methods in variety examination and also its
work in the EDP field; it took note of a report on the
progress achieved in the United Kingdom with machine
vision techniques.
Workshops
The Workshop on the Examination of Varieties of
Lettuce, organized jointly by the Netherlands authorities and UPOV, was held on June 16 and 17 in Wageningen (Netherlands). It was opened by Mr. W.F.S
Duffhues, the representative of the Netherlands in the
Council. During the eight working sessions, papers were
presented on the technical, taxonomic and legal aspects
of minimum distances between varieties, on the present
system of examination for distinctness, homogeneity
and stability of lettuce, on new examination techniques
(particularly the use of electrophoresis and machine
vision), on the use of non-parametric statistical tests
and on establishing variety descriptions. Demonstrations were also given in the laboratory and in the field,
and breeders were able to put forward their points of
view.
The Workshop on the Use ofNew Technology in the
Examination ofNew Varieties, organized jointly by the
United Kingdom authorities and UPOV, was held on
September 27 and 28 in Cambridge (United Kingdom).
It was opened by Dr. G.M. Milbourn, Director of the
National Institute of Agricultural Botany of the United
Kingdom, and closed by Mr. J. Harvey, Controller of
the Plant Variety Rights Office and representative of the
United Kingdom in the Council. The Workshop
comprised two working sessions on biochemistry, two
sessions on computer technology and a final round
table. As concerns more specifically the new techniques,

papers dealt in the main with electrophoresis, chromatography and fluorescence, DNA probes, machine
vision and the use of computers.
Contacts with States and Organizations
From January 21 to 23, an official of the Office took
part, in Huntingdon (United Kingdom), in the Fourth
Conference on Intellectual Property for New Plant Varieties and Biotechnological Inventions, organized by the
Intellectual Property Law Unit of Queen Mary College,
London University. He gave a paper entitled "Intellectual Property for New Plant Varieties and Biotechnological Inventions: a View from UPOV."
On April 21, the participants at the twenty-second
session ofthe Administrative and Legal Committee and
the staff of the Office attended the official opening of
EXPOFLORE, the international exhibition of new
plant varieties, in Geneva.
From June 6 to 10, the Vice Secretary-General
attended, in Brighton (United Kingdom), the 1988
World Congress of the International Federation of the
Seed Trade (FIS) and ofthe International Association of
Plant Breeders for the Protection of Plant Varieties
(ASSINSEL).
From June 6 to 11, a UPOV delegation visited
Poland for talks with the Polish authorities on the
protection of new plant varieties in that country and to
make technical visits.
On June 27 and 28, the Vice Secretary-General paid
an official visit to the Federal Plant Varieties Office in
Hanover (Federal Republic of Germany).
From September 4 to 8, the Vice Secretary-General
participated in Budapest (Hungary), in the International
Conference on Recent Phenomena in the Protection of
Industrial Property, organized by the Hungarian Group
of AIPPI and the Hungarian Association for the
Protection of Industrial Property. He presented a paper
on the topic "Industrial Property in Agriculture and the
Protection of New Plant Varieties."
From September 14 to 16, the Vice SecretaryGeneral and an official of the Office attended, in
Geneva, the WTPO Worldwide Forum on the Impact of
Emerging Technologies on the Law of Intellectual
Property, of which one session was devoted to biotechnology.
On September 19 and 20, the Vice Secretary-General
attended in Munich (Federal Republic of Germany), as
an observer, a meeting of the Ad hoc Working Party on
Harmonisation of the European Patent Organisation.
The aim of his participation was to follow the discussions on consideration of the revised solutions put
forward by WIPO for the legal protection of biotechnological inventions.
On September 20 and 21, an official of the Office
attended, in Geneva, a seminar held by the Centre for
Applied Studies in International Negotiations, devoted
to "The Release of Genetically Engineered Organisms
in the Environment."
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On September 26 and 30, the Vice Secretary-General
paid an official visit to the United Kingdom Plant
Variety Rights Office in Cambridge and to the Patent
Office in London. He also visited a number of firms and
institutes.
From October 24 to 28, the Vice Secretary-General
and an official of the Office participated in the fourth
session of the WIPO Committee of Experts on Biotechnological Inventions and Industrial Property.
On November 14 and 15, the Vice Secretary-General
paid an official visit to Norway where he met senior
officials of the Ministry of Argiculture and the Patent
Office.
On November 17 and 18, the Vice Secretary-General
attended the commemoration ofthe fiftieth anniversary
of ASSINSEL and gave a paper on "the Future Development of the UPOV System."
From November 22 to 27, an official of the Office
attended the annual meeting of Austrian breeders held
at Gumpenstein by the Austrian Breeders' Association
and gave a paper on "International Standards for
Variety Homogeneity." On the occasion of that
meeting, he also had talks with officials of the Federal
Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry on the draft law on
the protection of new plant varieties that was in preparation.
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On November 28 and 29, the Vice Secretary-General
paid an official visit to Canada and met senior officials
of the Ministry of Agriculture and the Patent Office in
Ottawa.
From November 30 to December 9, the Vice
Secretary-General visited the United States ofAmerica.
During that period, he had talks with the United States
Patent and Trademark Office, the Plant Variety
Protection Office and the United States Department of
Agriculture. He also met with the interested circles,
particularly patent attorneys and breeder members of
the American Seed Trade Association (ASTA). On
December 5 and 6, he participated in a symposium on
patents for animals held by Cornell University in
Ithaca. He subsequently participated in ASTA conferences on soybean, maize and sorghum in Chicago.

Publications
In 1988, the Office of the Union published three
issues of Plant Variety Protection and the English and
German versions of a commemorative book on the
twenty-fifth anniversary of the UPOV Convention
(UPOV Publications Nos. 879(E) and 879(G)).
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DEVELOPMENTS IN INDUSTRIAL PROPERTY LEGISLATION
IN 1988*

The following study presents an overview of developments in the industrial
property legislation of various countries in 1988. The information is derived from the
communications and annual reports of industrial property offices received by the
International Bureau of WIPO.
I. National Legislation
Australia, The amendments to the Trade Marks Act
1955 by Act No. 23 of 1987 entered into force on
September 1, 1987 (Text 3-001, IP 7-8/1988).
Marks may be registered in Part A (names, signatures, words or other distinctive marks) or in Part B of
the Register (distinctive marks or marks capable of
becoming distinctive) (Sections 24 and 25) in respect of
any or all of the goods or services comprised in one class
of the classification (Section 31); colors may be claimed
(Section 27); marks may be associated (identical or
resembling marks for identical, similar or related goods
or services ofthe same class) (Section 36) or registered as
a series (two or more marks for identical or similar
goods and services ofthe same class) (Section 39); application for registration cannot be made for goods or
services comprised in more than one class (Section
40(3)); the application may be accepted even if the
applicant does not use or does not intend to use the
mark on condition that he has the intention to assign it
to a body corporate about to be constituted or to
authorize a registered user to use it (Section 45); the
maximum duration of trademark registration is 21
years (seven years on registration (Section 55), possible
renewal for 14 years (Section 69)); Sections 73 to 81
govern the use of marks by registered users, Sections 83
to 92 concern certification marks and Section 93
defensive marks (defensive registration of well-known
marks).
Austria. The Federal Law of June 23, 1988, on the
Protection ofthe Topographies of Microelectronic Semiconductor Products (Semiconductor Protection Law)
entered into force on October 1, 1988 (Text 1-001,
IP 1/1989). It provides for registration of topographies
for their protection.
Brazil. The new Constitution of October 5, 1988,
which entered into force on that date, contains provisions strengthening the protection of intellectual
property (Text 1-001, IP 6/1989).
* The texts published in Industrial Property Laws and Treaties (see
the cumulative index of legislative texts inserted in the January 1989
issue of Industrial Property) are followed, in brackets, by the number of
the text, the month (in Arabic figures) and the year of publication in
Industrial Property (IP). The tables of member States of the treaties
administered by WIPO (together with the dates of entry into force of
the various acts) are also given in the January 1989 issue of Industrial
Property.

Section 5(xxvii) provides that authors shall enjoy
the exclusive right to use, publish or reproduce their
works during the period laid down by law and that the
right shall be assignable to heirs. Section 5(xxviii)(a)
institutes protection for individual contributions to
collective works and item (b) of that same Section the
right of creators and performers and of their professional representatives or associations to supervise the
economic utilization of their works; Section 5(xxix)
provides that the law must afford authors of industrial
inventions a temporary privilege in the utilization of
their inventions and also the protection of industrial
creations, of the property of marks, names of undertakings and other distinctive signs.
China. The Implementing Regulations under the
Trademark Law of the People's Republic of China
(amended and approved by the State Council on
January 3, 1988, and promulgated by the State Administration for Industry and Commerce on January 13,
1988) entered into force on January 13, 1988; they
supersede the Regulations under the Trademark Law of
the People's Republic of China promulgated by the
State Council on March 10, 1983 (Text 3-002,
IP 9/1983). The revision was made on the basis of experience acquired in dealing with practical problems in the
implementation of the trademark system during the
preceding years; it covers the whole operation of the
system (filing of applications, examination, maintenance of registrations, administrative supervision of
the use of marks, exercise of trademark rights) and clarifies a number of matters, particularly as regards more
effective measures and remedies to improve the
protection of trademark rights.
The new Regulations (Rule 41) set out the types of
acts that constitute an infringement of the exclusive
right to use a registered trademark referred to in Section
38 of the Trademark Law of August 23, 1982 (Text
3-001, IP 12/1982).
In the event of infringement of the exclusive right,
any person (and not only the injured person, as was the
case previously) may lodge a complaint or inform the
State Administration for Industry and Commerce of the
place of domicile of the infringer and, additionally, of
the place where the act was committed (Rule 42).
The State Administration for Industry and
Commerce may order cessation of the infringement,
seizure of any representations of the mark or removal of
the mark from goods or packaging and may compensate
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the injured party for the damages; where the circumstances are serious, a fine may also be imposed of an
amount up to 20% of the unlawfully obtained turnover
or twice the profit obtained through the infringement
(Rule 43).
Rule 44 provides for an administrative review of the
decisions made by the State Administration for
Industry and Commerce at the next highest level and an
appeal may be made to the People's Court from a
decision by that higher authority.
Under Rule 25, any person may now request the
Trademark Review and Adjudication Board to cancel
an improperly registered trademark.
Where Section 30(4) of the Law applies (failure to use
a registered trademark during three consecutive years
leading to cancellation of the mark), any person may
request the Trademark Office to cancel the registered
trademark; the Trademark Office then requests the
owner of the mark to prove that he has used his mark
and, failing that, cancels the registration ; the owner may
appeal from such decision to the Trademark Review
and Adjudication Board; use of the mark in advertising
or at an exhibition constitutes use for the purposes of
this provision (Rule 29).
National or foreign geographical names that are
known to the public cannot be used as trademarks (Rule
6) (the previous text contained no such prohibition).
Pharmaceutical products for human use and certain
tobacco products must bear registered trademarks and
further products will be prescribed by the State Administration for Industry and Commerce in this respect
(Rule 7) ; Rule 11 prescribes the certificates that must be
submitted when applying for registration of trademarks
for such products.
Rule 35 explicitly requires that a licensing contract
be concluded where the owner of a registered trademark
authorizes another person to use his registered
trademark and that the licensor must communicate a
copy of the licensing contract to the Trademark Office
for registration; where those provisions are not
complied with, the parties to the licensing contract will
be ordered to rectify the situation and, failing that, the
registered trademark will be cancelled and the representations of the licensed trademark seized.
The fine imposed for failure to use the registered
mark on products for which it is compulsory may
amount to 10% of the unlawfully obtained turnover;
the phrase "order the filing of an application for registration within a specified period" in the previous Regulations has been omitted with the result that the
party concerned may now choose between filing an
application or discontinuing the sale of his goods
(Rule 33).
The assignor of a registered mark must at the same
time assign the identical or similar marks he has registered for identical or similar products (Rule 21).
An applicant not satisfied with the decision by the
Trademark Office to reject an application for
assignment or renewal of registration may apply to the
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Trademark Review and Adjudication Board, whose
decision is final (Rule 23).
Rule 47 provides that the classification of goods for
the purposes of the registration of trademarks will be
published by the State Administration for Industry and
Commerce.
The International Classification of Goods and
Services for the Purposes of the Registration of Marks
established by the Nice Agreement of June 15,1957, has
been adopted for the purposes of registering trademarks
as from November 1, 1988.
Czechoslovakia. A new Trademark Law (No. 1714
of November 8, 1988) entered into force on January 1,
1989. It provides, inter alia, that owners of well-known
marks may register them on proof of established use and
reputation in Czechoslovakia and of the quality of the
goods covered. It contains a provision for relative
refusal of applications on the basis of prior registered
rights. A trademark whose registration has lapsed
cannot be registered by a third party for two years from
expiry of the first registration; collective trademarks
may be registered; geographical names can only be
registered in combination with other distinctive
elements; a registration may be cancelled if non-use in
Czechoslovakia, without good reason, for a period of
five years can be proved (proof that the mark has been
used in advertising in Czechoslovakia is sufficient to
maintain a registration); trademark licensing is
permitted; assignment of trademarks is permitted, with
or without goodwill, on condition that the transaction
does not result in deception. As regards litigation, the
Law requires that conciliation proceedings be held at
the Federal Office for Inventions and Discoveries, prior
to any court proceedings.
The Order ofthe Officefor Inventions on Proceedings
in Trademark Matters (No. 187 of November 8, 1988)
also entered into force on January 1, 1989.
Democratic People's Republic of Korea. The new
Law on Inventions and Innovations of June 28, 1986,
and its Regulations of October 28, 1986, entered into
force on November 1, 1986. An English translation was
received by the International Bureau of WIPO in 1988
(Texts 2-001 and 2-002, IP 3/1989).
The Law protects inventions by means of a patent
with a term of 15 years as from the filing of the application (Section 11) or by an inventor's certificate
(Section 7). Patents are not granted for inventions
concerning substances obtained by chemical processes,
pharmaceutical products or foodstuffs, substances
obtained by nuclear reaction and nuclear technology,
new plant varieties, new animal varieties and biotechnological processes for producing plants and animals
(Section 13).
Denmark. The Protection of the Topographies of
Semiconductor Products Act (No. 778 of December 9,
1987) entered into force on December 19, 1987 (Text
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1-001, IP 6/1988), and the Executive Order of the Danish
Patent Office Concerning Applicationsfor the Protection
of the Topographies ofSemiconductorProducts(No. 264
of April 11, 1988) on April 1, 1988 (Text 1-002,
IP 6/1988). The Act provides for the registration of
topographies for their protection. These texts constitute
the national texts to implement Directive 87/54/EEC of
the Council of the European Communities (MULTILATERAL TREATIES, Text 2-011, IP 6/1987).
The Ministry of Industry Order Concerning Patents
for Inventions of Food Products and Patents for
Processes for Obtaining Food Products (No. 511 of
August 23, 1988) entered into force on January 1,
1989.

aimed mainly at supplementing the Order by introducing provisions on the Topography Division and the
Topography Section and on the Designs Register, established by the Semiconductor Protection Law of October
22, 1987 (Text 1-004, IP 1/1988), and the Designs Law
of January 11, 1876, as last amended by the Law of
December 18, 1986 (Text 4-001, IP 6/1988), respectively.
The Regulations on Applicationsfor the Registration
of Topographies of Microelectronic Semiconductor
Products (Regulations on Semiconductor Protection
Applications) of November 4, 1987, entered into force
on the same date (Text 1-005, IP 1/1989).

Finland. The Decree concerning the Grant of Patents
for Foodstuffs and Pharmaceuticals of December 4,
1987, entered into force on January 1, 1988; patents
may be granted for applications for the protection of
such products as from January 1, 1995.

Greece. The Law on Transfer ofTechnology, Inventions and Technical Innovation andthe Establishment of
an Atomic Energy Commission (No. 1733 of 1987),
entered into force on September 22, 1987, with the
exception of Parts II, HI and IV, that entered into force
on January 1, 1988.
The Law foresees the creation, under private law, ofa
juristic person entitled "Industrial Property Organization," under the supervision of the Ministry of
Industry, Research and Technology.
The main features of the new Law consist in the
harmonization of domestic law with the provisions of
the European Patent Convention (EPQ, particularly as
regards patentability requirements (novelty, inventive
step and industrial applicability) and the exclusions
from patentability (discoveries, therapeutic and microbiological inventions); patents may be granted for
products, processes and industrial applications (Section 5). As regards the protection of pharmaceutical
products, the new Law avails itself of the reservation
provided for in Section 167(2) of the EPC, which will
apply until October 7, 1992. The Law provides for
absolute novelty (Section 5(3)), with two exceptions:
disclosure resulting from abuse of the rights of the
applicant or his predecessor and "exhibition priority"
(Section 5(9)). The term of patents is 20 years from the
day following the date of filing (Section 11). A limited
prior examination as to form followed by an examination as to patentability are provided for (Section 8).
The Law also provides for contractual licenses (nonexclusive unless otherwise agreed between the parties)
(Section 12), compulsory licenses (Section 13) and
licenses in the public interest (public health, defense)
(Section 14).
The Law introduces the institution of utility models
for which the term of protection is seven years from the
day following the date of filing (Section 19).
A certificate of technical innovation may be granted
for the solution of a specific technical problem,
proposed by one or more employees of an enterprise;
the certificate constitutes a remuneration for the
employees (Section 20).
Technology transfer contracts (Section 21) must be
submitted to the Industrial Property Organization and

France. As regards Law No. 87-890 ofNovember 4,
1987, on the Protection of Topographies of Semiconductor Products and on the Organization of the National
Institute of Industrial Property (Text 1-002 (extract),
IP 2/1988), see "Developments in Industrial Property
Legislation from 1984 to 1987," (hereafter referred to as
"Developments ... from 1984 to 1987"), Industrial
Property, 1988, p. 240, and for a commentary, see the
study by J.-C. Combaldieu entitled "The Protection of
Integrated Circuits in France," Industrial Property,
1988, p. 274. The Law requires registration of topographies for their protection.
The implementing decree that will set the date of
entry into force of the Law has not yet been issued.
Germany (Federal Republic of). The amendments
made to the Patent Law (text of December 16,1980) by
the Law amending the Utility Model Law of August 15,
1986, entered into force on January 1,1987 (Text 2-002,
IP 5/1981 and 5/1988).
The most recent amendments made to the Law
Concerning Copyright in Industrial Designs (Designs
Law) of January 11, 1976, by the Law of December 18,
1986, entered into force on July 1, 1988, with the
exception of Sections 12, 12a, 15 and 16 of the Designs
Law, which entered into force on December 18, 1986
(Text 4-001, IP 6/1988). A commentary on this Law is to
be found in the study by D. Brouër entitled "New Industrial Designs Law in the Federal Republic of Germany,"
Industrial Property, 1988, p. 269.
The Order on the Deposit of Industrial Designs and of
Type Faces (Designs Order) of January 8,1988, entered
into force on July 1, 1988.
The Order concerning the German Patent Office (of
September 5, 1968, as last amended on November 2,
1987) (Text 1-003, IP 12/1987) underwent a further
amendment on June 24,1988, that entered into force on
July 1, 1988. The 1987 and 1988 amending orders
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recorded in the Technology Transfer Register (Section 22).
Japan. The amendments made to the Patent Law
(No. 121 of April 13, 1959) by Law No. 27 of 1987
entered into force on May 22, 1987 (Text 2-001,
IP 10/1988).
The amendments contain the introduction of a
system of multiple claims under which all claims are
dealt with as independent claims irrespective ofwhether
they have an independent or dependent form (Section 37); invalidation proceedings can be instituted for
each claim (Section 123) and may be withdrawn separately for each of those claims (Section 155).
The time limit for filing priority documents has been
extended from three months as from the date of filing to
one year and four months as from that same date
(Section 43(2)).
The annual fees have been increased by approximately 50% (Section 107(1)).
Section 124, that provided that invalidation
proceedings under Section 123(1) were statute-barred
after the expiration of a five-year period as from registration, has been deleted.
Subsequent to the withdrawal of a reservation
relating to Chapter II of the PCT (International Preliminary Examination Authority), the time limit for the
commencement of the national phase before the
Japanese Patent Office has been extended from 20 to 30
months from the priority date for all cases where Japan
has been been elected within the prescribed time limit
(Section \%4quater).
The time limit for filing opposition to the grant of a
patent has been extended from two months to three
months from publication of the application (Section 55).
The term of a patent right is 15 years as from the date
of publication of the application, but a maximum of 20
years as from the filing date of the application (Section 67(1)).
Sections 67 and 61 bis to 67ouater provide the possibility of obtaining registration of an extension of the
term of the patent right (for two years or more, but for a
maximum of five years) in those cases where it has not
been possible to work the patented invention during a
period of two years or more as a result of the time
needed to obtain authorization to work the invention
under the provisions on safety, etc.
The amendments made to the Utility Model Law
(No. 123 of April 13, 1959) (Text 2-003, IP 6/1981), by
Law No. 27 of 1987 entered into force on January 1,
1988. Section 38, which provided that invalidation
proceedings of a utility model instituted under Section 37(1) were statute-barred after the expiration of a
period of three years as from the date of registration of
grant of the right in the utility model, has been deleted;
the fees have been increased by approximately 50%; the
system of multiple claims for patents has also been
introduced (Sections 5, 6, 37, 41 and 50bis); as in the
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case of patents (see above), the time limit for entering
the national phase has also been extended for utility
models from 20 to 30 months (Section 4Squater).
The amendments made to the Trademark Law
(No. 127 of April 13,1959) (Text 3-001, IP 7-8/1981) by
Law No. 27 of 1987 entered into force on January 1,
1988. These amendments are basically those adopted in
respect of patents and the fees have been increased by
approximately 20%.
The adoption of the International Classification for
the Purposes of the Registration of Marks is currently
under consideration.
The amendments made to the Industrial Designs
Law (No. 125 of April 13,1959) by Law No. 27 of 1987
entered into force on January 1,1988. The amendments
are basically those adopted in respect of patents and the
fees have been increased by approximately 50%.
Luxembourg. The Law Governing Certain Trade
Practices and Sanctioning Unfair Competition, of
November 27, 1986, entered into force on December 1,
1986.
The Law Concerning the Legal Protection of the
Topographies of Semiconductor Products of December
29, 1988, entered into force on November 7, 1987. It
provides for the registration of topographies for their
protection. This text constitutes the national text to
implement Directive 87/54/EEC of the Council of
the European Communities (MULTILATERAL
TREATIES - Text 2-001, IP 6/1987).
Mali. The Law on the Protection of Industrial
Property (No. 87-18/AN-RM) was adopted on March 9,
1987, and the Decree Implementing the Law on the
Protection of Industrial Property (No. 130/PG-RM) on
May 18,1987. These texts clarify implementation of the
Agreement Relating to the Creation of an African Intellectual Property Organization, constituting a revision of
the Agreement Relating to the Creation of an African
and Malagasy Office of Industrial Property (Bangui
(Central African Republic), March 2, 1977) (MULTILATERAL TREATIES - Text 1-005, IP 3 and 4/1979
and 2/1982) to which Mali is a party.
Mexico. The amendments made to the Law on
Inventions and Marks (ofDecember 30,1975) by Decree
of December 29,1986, entered into force on January 17,
1987 (Text 1-001, IP 11/1988).
The list of subject matter excluded from patentability has been considerably reduced; the entry into
force of these provisions is to take place in two stages
(with immediate effect: the processes for obtaining
alloys, chemico-pharmaceutical products and foodstuffs for animal consumption and processes related to
nuclear energy; as from January 17, 1997: biological
processes for obtaining certain pharmaceutical
products, genetic processes for obtaining plant or
animal species, chemico-pharmaceutical products in
general) (Sections 10 and 11 of the Law and Section 2 of
the Transitional Provisions of the Decree).
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The provision requiring joint use of a national mark
and a foreign mark has been made optional (Sections 127 and 130 of the Law).
Applications for registration of a mark may concern
only goods or services belonging to one and the same
class (Section 101).
See "Developments... from 1984 to 1987" and, for a
commentary on the Law, the study by J. de Villafranca
Andrade entitled "Recent Changes in Mexican Industrial Property Legislation," Industrial Property, 1988,
p. 413.
The Regulations ofthe Law on Inventions and Marks
of August 24, 1988, which entered into force on
September 30, 1988, adopt the International Classification of Goods and Services for the Purposes of the
Registration of Marks and lay down a procedure for the
reclassifying of registered marks when renewed; they
strengthen repression of unfair competition by instituting a procedure to prevent the import of products
that unlawfully bear marks registered in Mexico; they
also introduce a series of provisions to simplify the
administrative procedures for obtaining and granting
industrial property titles.
Mongolia. The Statute on Trademarks (Annex to
Decree No. 63 of the Council of Ministers of the
Mongolian People's Republic of February 28, 1987)
entered into force on February 28, 1987 (Text 3-001,
IP 2/1988).
The Statute provides for the registration of product
marks and service marks and of indications of source
and appellations of origin (Sections 1, 4 and 5), the
compulsory marking of the products of enterprises
except for certain products (particularly agricultural
products and raw materials) (Section 2); marks may be
figurative, three-dimensional, verbal or combined, and
may be in color (Sections 3 and 9); applications are
examined as to formal requirements (Section 10); the
trademark certificate is valid for 10 years as from receipt
of the application (Section 36) and may be extended
without limit for 10-year periods on request (Section 37) ; the right to use a trademark expires where the
mark is not used for a period of five years without good
reason (Section 42).
Nepal. The Law of 2044 (1987) on Patents, Industrial Designs and Trademarks (first amendment)
(amending the Law of 2022 ( 1965) on Patents, Industrial
Designs and Trademarks) entered into force on October 18, 1987.
The main amendments are as follows : the maximum
term of patents is 21 years (seven years as from registration, renewal is possible for two further seven-year
periods) (Sections 8(1) and 23B) without requirement of
use.
The maximum term for industrial designs is 15 years
(five years as from registration, renewal is possible for
two further five-year periods) (Sections 14A and 23B).

Registration of service marks has been introduced
and the definition of the notion of mark has been
extended (Section 2(e)); separate applications for registration of trademarks must be filed for goods or services
belonging to different classes (Section 18A); a
trademark not used within the year following its registration may be cancelled (Section 18C); the term of
trademark registration is seven years as from registration, with possible renewal for an unlimited number
of seven-year periods (Sections 18D and 23B).
Netherlands. The amendments made on May 29,
1987, to the Law of the Kingdom on Patents for
Invention of November 7, 1910, entered into force on
December 1,1987, with the exception of the provisions
concerning the Community Patent Convention (CPQ
which are to enter into force on the date of entry into
force of the CPC (Text 2-001, IP 5/1989).
The new provisions aim basically at harmonizing
Dutch patent law with certain provisions of the CPC,
the PCT and the EPC and also contain amendments
relating to procedure or of an editorial nature.
The first group of provisions comprises those that
are to take effect on entry into force of the CPC and the
second group those for which implementing provisions
remain to be promulgated. The third group comprises
those provisions that do not need implementing provisions and which entered into force on December 1,
1987:
(1) the provisions on restitutio in integrum are now
also applicable in those cases where the owner of a
European patent has not complied with the time limits
provided for the accomplishment of various acts with
the Dutch Patent Office (notification of an address for
service in the Netherlands, filing ofthe translation ofthe
patent specification and payment of the corresponding
fee; other fees, such as renewal fees, are not involved,
however);
(2) a provision on indirect infringement, based on
Section 30 of the CPC, has been introduced;
(3) the grounds for revocation have been aligned on
those of Sections 138 of the EPC and 57 of the CPC;
(4) as required by Section 35 of the CPC, revocation
of a patent now has retroactive effect;
(5) the District Court of The Hague now has sole
first-instance jurisdiction for proceedings in respect, in
particular, of infringements and the right to European
patents. Under the new provisions, the defendant in
infringement proceedings may introduce a counterclaim for revocation of the disputed patent.
The Law Containing Regulations on the Protection of
Original Topographies of Semiconductor Products (of
October 28, 1987) (Text 1-001, IP 5/1988) and the
Decree on the implementation of the above-mentioned
Law (of July 23, 1987) (Text 1-002, IP 5/1988) entered
into force on November 7, 1987. The Law provides for
registration of topographies for their protection. These
texts constitute the national texts to implement
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Directive 87/54/EEC of the Council of the European
Communities (MULTILATERAL TREATIES - Text
2-011, IP 6/1987).
New Zealand. The amendments made to the Trade
Marks Act 1953 by the 1987 Act Amending the Trade
Marks Act (No. 156 of 1987) entered into force on May
1,1988; they introduce, in particular, the registration of
service marks.
Portugal. The Industrial Property Code (Decree No.
30.679 of August 24, 1940), was last amended by
Decree-Law No. 40 of January 27, 1987. The accession
of Portugal to the European Communities raised the
problem of harmonization of its patent legislation with
the level of protection afforded in the Communities.
The main features of the Code are as follows:
granting of patents and certificates of addition (Section 4) according to the patentability criteria of the EPC
(Section 5); the presumption that a product identical
with a product manufactured by means of a patented
process has been manufactured by means of such
patented process (Section 6) (this provision applies to
applications filed after the date of accession by Portugal
to the European Communities) ; the term of patents is 15
years as from grant (Section 7); absolute novelty is
required (Section 10); the patent application is
examined as to form (Sections 21 and 22); grant of the
patent affords its owner the exclusive right to work the
invention in Portugal and obliges him to proceed with
such working in a manner that is effective and complies
with the needs of the national economy (Section 8); the
patent is assignable in whole or in part (Section 24); in
order to be enforceable against others, assignment must
have been approved by the National Institute of Industrial Property (INPI) (Section 25); a patenteee who has
not, within a period of three years as from grant of the
patent, without good reason, worked the invention in
Portugal or has failed to cause this to be done in such a
way as to satisfy the needs of the country may be
required to grant compulsory licenses; the same applies
if the patentee has ceased to work the patent during
three consecutive years without good reason (Section 30).
Republic of Korea. A revision of the Patent Law
(No. 950 of December 31, 1961, as last amended and
supplemented by Law No. 3891 of December 31, 1986)
(Text 2-001, IP 3 and 4/1988) (see "Developments ...
from 1984 to 1987" and the study by Byung Kyun Lee
entitled "A Review of the Amendments to the Patent
Law of the Republic of Korea," Industrial Property,
1988, p. 163) is currently under study. Its particular
concerns are national priority, non-patentability
criteria, development of examination criteria in the
field of genetic engineering and lifting of the reservation
concerning Chapter II of the PCT.
A revision of the Trademark Law (No. 71 of
November 28,1949, as last amended by Law No. 3892 of
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1986) is also under study, particularly as regards the
adoption of the International (Nice) Classification.
Saudi Arabia. The country's first Patent Law was
approved by the Council of Ministers on November 28,
1988, promulgated by Royal Decree and published in
the Official Gazette of February 17, 1989. According to
its Section 62, the date of entry into force of the Law is
May 18, 1989. The Law lays down, in particular: the
establishment of a Patent Office under the supervision
of the "King Abdulaziz City for Science and Technology" (KACST); formal and substantive examination
of applications (Section 19) ; the requirement of absolute
novelty (however, disclosure of the invention during the
year preceding filing of the application will not be a bar
to patentability in certain circumstances) (Section 5).
The following subject matter is excluded from patentability (Section 8): (a) discoveries, scientific theories
and mathematical methods; (b) plans or schemes, rules
and systems for doing business or performing mental
acts or playing games; (c) plant varieties, animal species
or biological processes for the production of plants or
animals, although a patent may be granted for microbiological processes or the products of such processes;
(d) therapeutic or surgical methods for the treatment of
humans or animals and diagnostic methods applied on
humans or animals, although the products used in any
of these methods will be patentable; (e) inventions
contrary to Sharia or to public order in the Kingdom
(Section 9). The maximum term of patents is 20 years
(15 years as from grant of the patent and possible
extension for five years) (Section 27). Patented inventions must be worked in Saudi Arabia within a period of
two years, which may be extended for an additional two
years, as from grant of the patent (Section 25); in the
event of failure to work or insufficient working within
the prescribed period, a non-voluntary license may be
granted to any eligible person (Section 34). A patent will
not be invalidated for the sole reason that it violates
Sharia or public order (Section 9). The filing requirements for applications are: (a) submission of a consularized power, which may also be filed within one
month following filing of the application; (b) filing of a
specification, claims and drawings (if any) together with
an abstract in triplicate; the English language is required
for the specification, claims and abstract; (c) statement
of the full name, domicile and address of the applicant
and of the inventor, of the results of any examination of
a corresponding application in other countries and,
where available, the International Patent Classification
(Section 14 of the Law and Rules 11, 12 and 13 of the
Implementing Regulations). Natural persons pay one
half of the fees laid down for legal persons.
Spain. A new Trademark Law (No. 32 ofNovember
10, 1988) entered into force on May 13, 1989 (Text
3-001, 6/1989).
Rights in trademarks are acquired by registration
and the duration of registration is 10 years as from the
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filing of the application, indefinitely renewable by 10year periods on proof of use of the mark (Sections 6 and
7); registration of a mark may only be obtained for
goods or services within one class of the International
Classification (Section 19); applications are examined
as to form and legality (Section 24); applications and
registrations may be subject to exclusive or nonexclusive licenses (Sections 42 to 45) which must be
registered to be enforceable against others (Section 43).
Collective marks are governed by Sections 58 to 61, and
certification marks by Sections 62 to 64. A mark that has
not been effectively and consistently used on the
territory of Spain for the goods or services for which it
has been registered or whose use has been interrupted
during five years may, save proof of justified reasons, be
subject to cancellation proceedings (Sections 4 and
53).
Section 12 mentions in the list of signs that cannot be
registered as a trademark signs that are identical or
similar to a mark for which an application or a registration has already been effected for identical or similar
goods or services or activities in relation with such
goods or services where registration is likely to mislead.
Sections 87 and 88 contain provisions on unfair competition.
The Law ofMay 3,1988, on the Legal Protection of
Topographies of Semiconductor Products Q$o. 11/1988),
which entered into force on September 5, 1988 (Text
1-003, IP 9/1988), constitutes the national text to
implement Directive 87/54/EEC of the Council of the
European
Communities
(MULTILATERAL
TREATIES - Text 2/011, IP 6/1987). The Law
provides for the registration of topographies for their
protection.
Switzerland. The Federal Law on Unfair Competition (of December 19, 1986) entered into force on
March 1, 1988 (Text 5-001, IP 9/1988). This Law
prohibits unfair advertising and selling methods and
other unlawful behavior (Section 3), inducement to
breach or terminate a contract (Section 4), violation of
manufacturing or trading secrets (Section 6), noncompliance with working conditions (Section 7) and the
use of abusive conditions of business (Section 8). The
right to institute proceedings belongs to: the injured
party (Section 9), customers whose economic interests
have been threatened or prejudiced (Section 10(1)),
professional and trade associations (if their statutes so
provide) and organizations of national or regional scope
devoted by statute to the protection of consumers
(Section 10(2)). The administrative law provisions set
out the requirement to announce the price of goods
offered to the consumer (Section 16), the announcement
of prices in advertising (Section 17) and the prohibition
on announcing misleading prices (Section 18), as well as
the obligation to inform the responsible Cantonal
authorities (Section 19). Sales and similar operations are
subject to authorization by the responsible Cantonal
authorities (Section 21). The criminal provisions

provide for imprisonment or a fine of up to 100,000
Swiss francs for an act of unfair competition or imprisonment or a fine of up to 20,000 Swiss francs for failure
to announce the consumer price or for infringement of
the provisions on sales.
A new draft Trademark Law is currently under
study.
United Kingdom. A new Copyright, Designs and
Patents Act was passed on November 15, 1988.
Its main features are the design right (Part III) and
the registered design (Part IV).
A design right is not subject to registration ; it subsists
in the design of any aspect of the shape or configuration
(whether internal or external) of the whole or part of an
article, provided that the design has been recorded in
some form or that an article has been made to the
design; it is available, thus, only for three-dimensional
designs and, accordingly, a design right does not exist in
surface decoration (but such decoration may be the
subject of copyright or registered design); it affords its
owner the right to prevent others from copying a
product embodying a design for, in principle, a period of
15 years as from its creation (first marketing); this right
is limited in that it is exclusive for a period of five years
only ; during the years following its validity, any person
may request a non-exclusive license in the design on
payment of a remuneration; any person has the right to
copy those features of an article which allow it to be
connected to or placed in, around or against another
article so that each may perform its intended function;
the main aim of this provision is to enable the manufacture of spare parts of a purely functional nature; any
person has the right to copy features of shape of an
article which depend on the appearance of another
larger article ofwhich the first is to form an integral part;
this provision will allow free manufacture, for example,
of replacement body panels for vehicles; a design right
may be obtained by nationals of a "qualifying country"
or resident in such qualifying country, meaning the
United Kingdom, any other country of the European
Communities and other countries recognized by
executive order as giving reciprocal rights to United
Kingdom citizens.
The design right belongs to the creator except where
it has been created by such person in the course of his
employment, in which case ownership of the design will
belong to the employer, or if the design has been created
on commission for a fee, in which case ownership of the
design will belong to the commissioning person.
A design right may be licensed, assigned or transmitted by inheritance or other normal operation of
law.
Registered design protection is subject to registration
at the Patent Office ; both two-dimensional ("features of
pattern or ornament") and three-dimensional ("features
of shape or configuration") designs may be registered; a
registered design is infringed by an article of similar
appearance (whether or not there is direct copying); the
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maximum term of protection of a registered design has
been increased to 25 years, with renewal every five
years. The registration requirements are more stringent :
not only must the article contain certain features which
"appeal to and are judged by the eye," but it is also
necessary to establish that the design is for an article
whose aesthetic appearance is of some significance to
the purchaser. Thus, the more functional articles are
excluded from registration.
Any person is entitled to copy those features of shape
of an article which depend on the appearance of another
object of which the first is to form an integral part.
The amendments to the Patents Act 1977 (Text
2-001, IP 2, 3 and 4/1978) mainly concern administrative matters and clarification following judicial interpretation. The provisions amending the court system
have been introduced in order to reduce costs and to
speed up litigation concerning granted patents
(infringement and validity).
United States of America. The Omnibus Trade and
Competitiveness Act of 1988 (Public Law No. 100-418 of
August 23,1988) entered into force on that same date as
regards most of its provisions (Text 1-002 (extracts),
IP 3/1989). In the context of intellectual property, it
contains various amendments to exclude from the
United States market those imports that infringe valid
patent rights (products or processes), valid copyrights,
registered trademarks and registered mask works; the
requirements as regards proof of existence of an
industry in the United States when applying for relief
under Section 337 of the Tariff Act have been eased so
that a greater number of national industries may now
rely on the provisions ofthat Section 337 (Sections 1341
and 1342); the Act introduces provisions aimed at
inquiring into the intellectual property protection
proposed in other countries in order to remedy any
inadequacies and, where appropriate, to apply retaliatory measures (particularly to suspend application or
no longer apply benefits under trade agreements
concluded with certain foreign countries, to impose
duties or other restrictions on the import of goods or
services from such countries, to conclude with such
countries agreements to eliminate the practices that
have led to the above-mentioned measures) (Sections 1301 and 1303).
Its Title IX-Patents (Sections 9001 to 9007, 9101
and 9201 to 9202) amends the United States Code, Title
35—Patents (Text 2-001, IP 2/1989) by extending
protection under process patents to the products
obtained by such processes and by introducing the
presumption that a product substantially the same as a
product obtained by a patented process be deemed to
have been obtained by means of such patented process
(the latter provisions entered into force on February 23,
1989).
Title 15, Chapter 22 — Trademarks ( 1946 Trademark
Law (Lanham Law) as last amended by Law 98-620 of
November 8, 1984) has been amended by the
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Trademark Law Revision Act of 1988 which will
enter into force on November 16, 1989 (Text 3-001,
IP 4/1989).
These amendments will mean, in particular, that an
application for registration of a trademark may now be
filed without the mark being used in commerce, on
condition that the applicant proves his bona fide
intention of using it in trade and of proving such use
within a period of six months as from issue of the
acceptance notice of the application (this time limit can
be extended by six months and may, additionally, be
extended for periods not exceeding a total of 24
months); if no affidavit of use of the trademark in
commerce is submitted within the applicable time limit,
the application is deemed abandoned and the registration is not granted (Section 1051(b)). The term of
trademark registrations is 10 years on condition that the
owner files within the year preceding expiry of a six-year
period as from registration an affidavit of use of the
mark in commerce, failing which the registration is
cancelled on expiry of the six-year period, save for legitimate grounds (Section 1058). Within a period of five
years as from registration, marks that have become
generic may be the subject of cancellation proceedings
(Section 1064).
Viet Nam. The amendments made to the Ordinance
on Innovations to Effect Technical Improvements and
Rationalizations in Production, and on Inventions
(promulgated by Government Decree No. 31 CP of
January 23, 1981, as amended on May 30, 1988),
entered into force on May 30, 1989 (Text 2-001,
IP 9/1982 and 12/1988).
The new Ordinance on Industrial Designs (promulgated by Order No. 85-HDBT of May 13, 1988, of the
Council of Ministers of the Socialist Republic of Viet
Nam) entered into force on May 13, 1988 (Text 4-001,
IP 12/1988).
The Ordinance provides for absolute novelty
(Section 3); the industrial design certificate is issued for
a period of five years, which may be extended by two
further consecutive five-year periods (Section 13); the
right to use the industrial design may be assigned to
others by contract concluded in accordance with the
legislation in force and registered with the National
Office on Inventions (Section 15). In the event of failure
to use a particularly important industrial design and
where it is not possible to conclude a licensing contract
with the owner, the Chairman of the State Committee
for Science and Technology may authorize interested
organizations or units to use the industrial design
concerned; the organizations or units must pay an
agreed royalty to the owner of the certificate the amount
of which will be specified by the Chairman of the abovementioned State Committee where there is no
agreement (Section 16). An application for registration
of an industrial design may only include one design, but
may contain one or more alternative embodiments of
that design (Section 19); the National Office on Inven-
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tions carries out a formal examination ofthe application
(Section 20).
For a commentary on this Ordinance, see the study
by Nguyen Van Vien entitled "Promulgation of the
Ordinance on Industrial Designs—an Important Event
in the Industrial Life of Viet Nam," Industrial Property,
1988, p. 434.
II. Regional Treaties
European Communities. The First Council Directive
of 21 December 1988 to approximate the laws of the
Member States relating to trade marks (89/104/EEC)
provides that all Member States shall bring into force
the laws, regulations and administrative provisions
necessary to comply with the Directive not later than
December 28,1991, date which may be deferred by the
Council until December 31, 1992, at the latest. The
objective of the Directive is, inter alia, to approximate
the laws of the Member States in view of the establishment and functioning ofthe internal market by regulating the relationship between the Member States and
trademarks acquired by registration without depriving
them of the right to continue to protect trademarks
acquired through use and to provide that they also
remain free to fix the provisions of procedure
concerning the registration, the revocation and the
invalidity of trademarks acquired by registration; in
order for the conditions for obtaining and continuing to
hold a registered trademark to be, in general, identical in
all Member States, it lists examples of signs which may

constitute a trademark and lists in an exhaustive
manner the grounds for refusal or invalidity concerning
the trademark, even if some of these grounds are listed
as an option; it requires, in order to reduce the total
number of trademarks registered and protected in the
Community and, consequently, the number of conflicts
which arise between them, that registered trademarks
must actually be used or, if not used, be subject to
revocation; in order to facilitate the free circulation of
goods and services, it aims at ensuring that henceforth
registered trademarks enjoy the same protection under
the legal systems of all the Member States, however, not
preventing the Member States from granting at their
option extensive protection to those trademarks which
have a reputation; it provides that the protection
afforded by the registered trademark is absolute in the
case of identity between the mark and the sign and
goods and services and that the protection applies also
in case of similarity between the mark and the sign and
the goods or services, it being indispensable that the
concept of similarity be interpreted in relation to the
likelihood of confusion; it provides, for reasons of legal
certainty, that the proprietors of an ealier trademark
may no longer request a declaration of invalidity nor
may oppose the use of a trademark subsequent to his
own of which he has knowingly tolerated the use for a
substantial length of time; finally, it aims at a complete
harmonization of its provisions with those of the Paris
Convention for the Protection of Industrial Property
(by which all Member States of the Community are
bound) (summary of the preamble to the Directive).
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Calendar of Meetings

WIPO Meetings
(Not all WIPO meetings are listed. Dates are subject to possible change.)

1989
May 29 to June 2 (Geneva)

WIPO Permanent Committee for Development Cooperation Related to Industrial Property (Thirteenth
Session)
The Committee will review and evaluate the activities undertaken under the WIPO Permanent Program
for Development Cooperation Related to Industrial Property since the Committee's last session (May
1988) and make recommendations on the future orientation of the said Program.
Invitations: States members of the Committee and, as observers, States members of the United Nations
not members of the Committee and certain organizations.

June 12 to 28 (Madrid)

Diplomatic Conference for the Conclusion of a Protocol Relating to the Madrid Agreement Concerning
the International Registration of Marks
The Diplomatic Conference will negotiate and should adopt a Protocol Relating to the Madrid
Agreement Concerning the International Registration of Marks.
Invitations: States members of the Madrid Union, Denmark, Greece, Ireland, the United Kingdom and,
as observers, the other States members of the Paris Union as well as certain organizations.

June 26 to July 3 (Paris)

Berne Union for the Protection of Literary and Artistic Works: Executive Committee (Extraordinary
Session) (sitting together, for the discussion of certain items, with the Intergovernmental Committee of
the Universal Copyright Convention)
The Committee will mainly review the activities undertaken and the meetings held since the
Committee's last session (June 1987) as far as substantive issues of copyright protection are
concerned.
Invitations: States members of the Executive Committee of the Berne Union and, as observers, other
States party to the Berne Convention and certain organizations.

July 5 to 7 (Geneva)

Rome Convention for the Protection of Performers, Producers of Phonograms and Broadcasting Organizations: Intergovernmental Committee (Ordinary Session) (convened jointly with ILO and Unesco)
The Committee will review the status of the international protection of neighboring rights under the
Rome Convention.
Invitations: States members of the Intergovernmental Committee and, as observers, other States
members of the United Nations and certain organizations.

September 25 to October 4 (Geneva)

Governing Bodies of WIPO and the Unions Administered by WIPO (Twentieth Series of Meetings)
All the Governing Bodies of WIPO and the Unions administered by WIPO meet in ordinary sessions
every two years in odd-numbered years.
In the sessions in 1989, the Governing Bodies will, inter alia, review and evaluate activities undertaken
since July 1988, and consider and adopt the draft program and budget for the 1990-91 biennium.
Invitations: States members of WIPO and the Unions and, as observers, other States members of the
United Nations and certain organizations.

September 26 (Geneva)

Permanent Committee on Industrial Property Information (PCIPI) (Second Session)
The Committee will discuss its main activities and plans for the future.
Invitations: States and organizations members of the Committee and, as observers, certain other States
and organizations.

October 9 to 13 (Moscow)

International Forum on the Role of Industrial Property in Economic Cooperation Arrangements (organized jointly with the State Committee for Inventions and Discoveries of the Soviet Union)
The Forum will deal with questions of industrial property in joint ventures (among capitalist and socialist
countries) and other cooperative economic arrangements (among capitalist and socialist countries),
particularly in the field of the transfer of high technology, trade in goods bearing trademarks and
franchizing of services.
Invitations: The Forum will be open to the public. Participants, other than representatives of governments, will be requested to pay a registration fee.
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November 1 and 2 (Beijing)

Worldwide Symposium on the International Patent System in the 21st Century (organized jointly with the
Chinese Patent Office)
The Symposium will be conducted in three half-day sessions, each dealing with one of the following three
topics: internationalization of the patent system; computerization of the patent system; patent documentation, search and examination.
Invitations: States members of WIPO, certain intergovernmental organizations and non-governmental
organizations having observer status in WIPO.

November 6 to 10 (Geneva)

Committee of Experts on Model Provisions for Legislation in the Field of Copyright (Second
Session)
The Committee will continue to consider proposed standards in the field of literary and artistic works for
the purposes of national legislation on the basis of the Berne Convention for the Protection of Literary
and Artistic Works.
Invitations: States members of the Berne Union or WIPO and, as observers, certain organizations.

November 13 to 24 (Geneva)

Committee of Experts on the Harmonization of Certain Provisions in Laws for the Protection of Inventions
(Seventh Session)
The Committee will continue to examine a draft treaty on the harmonization ofcertain provisions in laws
for the protection of inventions.
Invitations: States members ofthe Paris Union and, as observers, States members of WIPO not members
of the Paris Union and certain organizations.

UPOV Meetings
(Not all UPOV meetings are listed. Dates are subject to possible change.)

1989
October 16 (Geneva)

Consultative Committee (Fortieth Session)
The Committee will prepare the twenty-third ordinary session of the Council.
Invitations: Member States of UPOV.

October 17 and 18 (Geneva)

Council (Twenty-third Ordinary Session)
The Council will examine the program and budget for the 1990-91 biennium, the reports on the activities
of UPOV in 1988 and the first part of 1989.
Invitations: Member States of UPOV and, as observers, certain non-member States and intergovernmental organizations.

Other Meetings Concerned with Industrial Property
1989
June 4 to 10 (Amsterdam)

International Association for the Protection of Industrial Property (AIPPI): Congress

July 10 to 12 (Geneva)

International Association for the Advancement of Teaching and Research in Intellectual Property
(ATRIP): Annual Meeting

December 5 to 9 (Munich)

European Patent Organisation (EPO) : Administrative Council

